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Zosnba seeks Roses retrial 
Zomba is to demand a retrial of the High Court case that saw The Stone Roses walk free of their contracts with the company. The record and publishing company was stunned last month to hear Judge Humph- ries say that the group should no longer be tied to "restrictive and unfair" contracts. A double blow came when the judge also ordered dam- ages against Zomba which could total hundreds of thou- sands of pounds. 

But after almost a month of reflecting on the verdict and consulting its lawyers, Zomba has decided to appeal against the court decision. No-one from the company was available to comment on the move as Music Week went to press but John Kennedy, lawyer for The Stone Roses, says it will make no difference. "I'm not completely sur- prised that they want to ap- peal but at the same time I'm not bothered at all. I think it will end up giving an even 

more authoritative stamp on the judge's decision." The appeal will not be heard for at least nine months and it could be up to a year. But Kennedy says it will not have a disastrous effect on the band's already disrupted c "It w m be a It will < the meantime but hopefully we will claim that back in the damages. It will not stop the band from carrying on with their careers," says Kennedy. The group is about to re-en- 

ter the studio to record a new album and single. The deal with Geffen, through the US side of the company, has now been completed. The five-week court battle ended in May. The band had sought to overturn an injunc- tion imposed by their record label Silvertone and its parent company Zomba which pre- vented the group from releas- ing material until it had sign- ed a revised contract. Irving David, a partner at music lawyers David 

Wineman welcomes the move by Zomba. "Record companies and music publishers have been taken to the cleaners for years. The courts have bent over backwards in favour of the artists," he says. "Why should a record com- pany invest a lot of money in a band which is going to leave as soon as it is successful?" Laurence Gilmore of Hamlin Slowe says: "It's good that Zomba has the strength of character to follow its convic- tions through." 

PAVAROTTI HJC 

Decca Classics aims to repeat the suc- cess of its 19S0 Three Tenors smash hit with the release of The Essential Pavarotti II, writes Phil Sommetich. A single, featuring a Hue recording of the World Cup theme Nessun Dorma and two other tracks, is released today (June 2d), to be followed by the 18- track compilation album on July 8. A massive national publicity campaign will get into full swing just before the Pavarotti In The Park free concert, which is expected to draw more than 300,000 people to Hyde Park in London on Tuesday, July 30. 

Tycoon jumps 

in to save Alto 
An East Anglian property mil- lionaire has rescued record re- tailer Alto from receivership and plans to expand the chain 

Roger Gawn, a director of Radio Broadland, has bought the four most profitable Alto stores in Kingston, London's Victoria station and Heathrow and Gatwick airports from the receivers of Alto Ltd. The stores will be reposi- tioned away from their orig- inal target audience of AB men to compete with mass market record retailers like Our Price and Woolworths. Gawn is already chairman of Alto Music Retail pic, a com- pany set up under the Govern- ment's Business Expansion Scheme last September to de- velop the Alto brand. 

The pic planned stores which it would own but which Alto Ltd would then be contracted to operate. One store has opened in Sheffield. The two companies have al- ways been separate legal en- tities, but the plan enabled Alto Ltd owner Stephen Grun- dy to achieve expansion with- out raising investment capital himself. Grundy and his former fi- nancial director Nigel Smethers have now left the company. Former Alto Ltd op- erations manager Les Whit- field, 26, is managing director of the expanded Alto Music Retail pic. Whitfield says the aim is to build a mass-appeal chain with a turnover of around £40m a year. 

Rewolution takes early bath 
Jonathan King is to suspend publication of Reuuolution, his audacious launch into the youth magazine market, after just four issjies. The" magazine will take a "summer break" after its next issue, due out this Wednesday. King said late on Friday: "We are pausing to analyse the figures." 

Rewolution was launched on June 5 with a 100,000 print run and a promise to revol- utionise the youth publishing market. But the response has been mixed. King says: "The magazine industry is crazy. We have ab- solutely no idea how many copies we are selling, since the returns take six weeks to come 

back. At the work out where we should be going." One wholesaler has reported selling 84% of copies supplied, while another in a neigh- bouring town didn't sell a single copy, says King. .Advertisers were sold pages in the first 10 issues in a special package deal. 

BPS sets new deadline 
The BPI had given London Records a last-minute exten- sion until today (Monday) to pay its £50,000 fine. The company was fined by the BPI committee investigat- ing chart hyping, although no direct evidence was found to link the company to an at- tempted buy-in. Friday was the deadline for 

London to pay the fine or face expulsion from the BPI. Sources suggest that the fine could be challenged in the High Court, Meanwhile the investiga- tion into Virgin Records has been extended once more. The Friday deadline has now pass- ed with no indication when a decision can be expected. 
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COMMENT 
NEWS 

PRS unveils 
live music 
fee formuSe 
PRS is to overhaul its live mu- sic royalty payment system after criticism over delays of up to four years. The rights collection agency has sealed a plan to allow acts to be paid 40 per cent of a con- cert's income in advance of complete programmes being received. In the past, acts who com- pleted all details of their stage set so payments could be made quickly have had their song- writing royalties delayed be- cause other acts on the bill failed to provide full required details. PRS was prompted to reach a solution in advance of the new review after a major band complained recently about non-payments for a tour in 1987. PRS chief Michael Freegard says: "A special working group has been examining the entire policy and practice relating to programme information and royalty distribution for the past two years." The working group, made up of PRS council directors and management, will present a report at an open forum after the society's AGM which takes place on July 11. 
Becession pots 
paid to debut 
Music f91 show 
Event organiser Rushman Communications has postpon- ed its planned music industry convention, Music '91, because of the recession. But key prospective partici- pants say they are ready to support a rescheduled event, retitled Music '92, pencilled in for next year. The recession has forced many prospective exhibitors to trim marketing budgets, leav- ing the prospects for a success- ful debut convention this year doubtful. But event director Nick Brookland says: "Our research made it clear that there is con- siderable demand for such an event and the reaction of key individuals and companies was overwhelmingly support- 

Music '92 will aim to provide a forum for record companies and retailers to meet and dis- cuss key issues in a conference and seminar format. Sleeve printer Tinsley Robor, Terry Blood Distribu- tion, Music Week and its asso- ciate company ERA are among the main sponsors for the 

A&iS lures Guy 

back to top gob 
A&M has poached marketing director Jason Guy from Chry- salis just two years after he quit the company. In a sudden move, Guy (30) has left Chrysalis to rejoin A&M which he left in 1989 fol- lowing his dissatisfaction with the state of the company. A&M managing director Howard Berman kept in touch with Guy and when marketing director Elyse Taylor left last month to join East West, he immediately offered Guy the 

"Jason was the obvious and only choice," says Berman. "He is one of the most creative and innovative people in the industry — those are always scarce commodities." Guy comments: "A&M was not in great shape at the time that I left the company. How- 

Guy: back to A&M 
ard has changed everything that was a problem to me then. "Leaving Chrysalis was the most difficult decision of my life but I am moving to a much bigger job and there is a lot more space for me to work here," says Guy. Guy, who was named as one 

of 10 industry "stars of the fu- ture" in an MW feature just last month, starts at A&M this week. Meanwhile, president of Chrysalis International Paul Conroy, is restructuring his company's marketing oper- 
East West press officer Karl Badger moves to Chrysalis on July 15 as product manager. There will be no marketing manager but Conroy and man- aging director Roy Eldridge will oversee the department. "We will now have a system of product managers with Roy and I taking responsibility. I have known Karl since my time at WEA and I know he will be very good at the job," says Conroy. "I hope everything goes well for Jason, He wanted the power, now he's got it!" 

Briii| feaek O'Donnell plea 
Daniel O'Donnell fans have rallied round in a bid to rein- state the Irish singer to the country music chart. The Ritz Records' artist had six of his top-selling albums excluded from the country chart after the chart supervis- ory committee agreed a radical • redefinition of country music. A petition has been sent to Martin Satterthwaite, director of European operations for the Country Music Association, who is. advising chart compilers at Gallup on which albums should be included. Jill Evans from Wirral, Mer- seyside, who organised the lobby, says the new chart is ridiculous. "How anyone with half a brain could consider Daniel's music is 'middle of the road' or 'not country' is beyond 

non-country album by a coun- try act is excluded and kept Steve Earle's The Hard Way and Storms by Nanci Griffith out of the first at the end of nth. 

O'Donnell: is he country'! 
my comprehension. "Daniel is country through- and-through, statistics speak for themselves." CIN chief executive Adrian Wistreich says the new ruling means the chart selects reper- toire on the basis of product rather than artist. It means a 

The fans have won the back- ing of the British Country Mu- sic Association headed by Jim Marshall who also hosts a country show on BBC Radio 
'Tve been listening to some of the albums which have been dropped and there is a lot of country music on them," he says. A solution could be close after the chart supervisory committee decided to draft in Marshall as an adviser along- side Satterthwaite. Wistreich says: "We want to make the chart a tive as possible." 

Angry WP joins tout sutciy 
The Government is facing i rising tide of pressure to out- law ticket touts. Concert promoters have joined forces with theatre managers to urge ministers to tackle the conmen they say deny the industry and the In- land Revenue of millions of pounds every year. Meanwhile, Menzies Camp- bell MP has presented his Li- censing of Ticket Sales Bill to the House of Commons. The Liberal Democrat MP's 

bill would give police power arrest any ticket sellers with- out a licence. Penalties for infringers would be a fine of up to £20,000, says Campbell, with imprisonment for a sec- ond offence. Tim Parsons of MCP says: "I am delighted to see this bill. "Until the police have the power to arrest touts they will go on. I would like to see the Inland Revenue act against 
Menzies Campbell adds; 

t now hope the Go1 
ernment gives the bill time to be heard. Touting bedevils the whole tourist and entertain- ment industry. Music is at the forefront from stage musicals to pop concerts." Campbell's bill will have a second reading on July 5. In a letter to the DTI, the Concert Promoters Associ- ation and Society of West End Theatres also said touting en- courages public disorder. O See Live p30. 

Chart matters continue to dominate industry dialogue whether it be the ongoing "hype" inquiry, the future of genre charts like indie and now country, or indeed the singles chart itself. Our sister paper Charts Plus came up with some interesting statistics this week on the old 76-100 positions which we dropped with our redesign last November. Some people felt our decision penalised a lot of would-be hitmakers. But the facts don't bear this out. In the year to April, 578 records entered between these positions, yet only 10 of them — a tiny 2% — eventually made it into the 40. Still, there is a clear need to expose new acts and a consensus is growing that there may be another way than simply returning to the old 76-100. Our Price managing director Richard Handover is a strong advocate of the idea oTa "breakers' chart" to provide a more accessible nursery slope for 
On this model the published singles chart would be restricted to a straight run of maybe only 50 positions. But this would be accompanied by a 25 position breakers' chart, which was restricted to new entries or singles on the up. The breakers' chart could then become a media event in itself, generating publicity for newer acts and giving a boost to those seeking overseas licensing. Music Week would of course continue to publish the existing Top 75 alongside the new charts. It would be a radical break with the past during which the tendency has been to increase the number of positions in the standard charts as much as possible. But it could help both retailers and record companies better manage a market in which unit sales are only at best static. It is no more than a germ of an idea at the moment. But it's worth discussing. 
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OPINION 

L The PRS system of collecting and distributing royalties has been a problem for a long time. Our view is that the PRS is a professional organisation and it should be responsible for processing the money and allocating it to the artists. The present system is very out-dated and seems to be designed more for artists playing other people's material — something that happens less and less these 
But making the system work should also be the responsibility of the publishers. They should be •e of a to should be actively involved in making sure the data gets to the PRS. That's how it works in Europe. I've just been out there with Ziggy Marley and the publisher was actually at the gig sorting out the songs and the appropriate rights on the 
It's almost impossible to calculate in advance anyway. Most bands are never 100% sure what they are going to play until just before they go on, and it can change from night to night anyway. 

The whole system should be changed to adapt to that process. The bands don't have time to sort it out and the promoters and venue owners don't really have any reason to do it for them, particularly as they don't get any money out of it themselves. The whole system of sharing out the money should also be reconsidered because when you get a five-act gig, how can it be fair not to give the headliners more? With an average gig at the Town & Country Club representing about £500 in PRS royalties and "VAT now at 17.5%, there is a lot of money not being recouped. That problem makes concerts less and less financially viable and, in a knock-on effect, puts tours by smaller bands in jeopardy. Andy Woolliscroft is a director at booking agent Primary Talent International. 

NEWS 

Polydor pulls out of legal row 
Polydor's four-year dispute with War Of The Worlds com- poser Jeff Wayne, centring on the allegedly poor quality of his work, has been settled. The label withdrew its claim for the return of advances — valued at over £600,000 — a week after the case came to 

A High Court judge was told last week that Polydor had complained that Spartacus, Wayne's 1985 album project, fell below the musical stan- dard agreed in his contract. But counsel for Wayne claimed the musician had been allowed sole artistic and cre- ative control. 

After the settlement, Wayne's solicitor John Ireland commented; "If this had been won it would mean Michael Jackson's Bad was in breach of contract because it sold fewer copies than Thriller. "The judge made it clear he would not adjudicate on the quality of recordings," he said. 

Anthony Hopkins, star of the current cinema block- buster Silence Of The Lambs, recorded the lead male role of Spartacus in 1985. Recently the main female role was tak- en by Catherine Zeta Jones. Spartacus is now scheduled for release by Sony early next 

Goldsmith slams 

US TV Kurd snub 
Promoter Harvey Goldsmith has lashed out at US TV chan- nels for failing to support The Simple Truth 'appeal to aid Kurdish refugees. Although the concert raised £57ra worldwide with £600,000 coming from the Wembley concert, Goldsmith says the gig could have been even more successful if US TV companies had supported it. "MTV showed the concert but the major channels all shunned it — just like they shunned Live Aid," he says. 'In the US, the broadcasters are the last people to come to the table and talk." Goldsmith says he contacted all the main US channels. "They have no interest, and r have had, in supporting is outside of the US. In Europe, it is completely differ- ent," he says. ' The concert, on May 12. was organised by Goldsmith and 

Goldsmith: shunned 
his team in just 18 days and broadcast by the BBC in the UK and through Radio Vision International around the world. Goldsmith says the concert, which raised £600,000 through tickets, merchandise and broadcast rights, covered its cc ' 

"The Simple Truth concert was the first opportunity to test the principle of global jukebox. This is the fastest time that a concert of this na- ture has ever successfully been produced," he says. The total raised in the UK for the Simple Truth campaign — including government do- 
■vith 12,000 

He adds that there were few problems in setting up the con- cert or on the night and that he has every faith in the global jukebox idea — live music on stage and by satellite from 

bringing the total to £57,042,000. "NatHum Zahawi, a Kurd present at a press conference to reveal the appeal total, said that about a third of the Kurds, had seen the Wembley concert at public screenings, some of them secret. "Upon watching the concert, many of these brave men were left weeping and asking whether they really had that many friends in the outside world,?" he said. 
a 

march on rivals A regional radio plugger has trumped rival promotions teams by winning a regular slot on a prime BBC show. Full Force Promotions' Paul Myers, posing as Alistair — Queen Of The Stars, appears each Saturday on the Nicky Brown Show which is broad- 10 BBC local radio 

'His bosses must love him,", ys the show's producer Mal- colm Bird. But Bird denies that Myers can influence mu- 
Rival promotions companies ■e unworried by Myers' plum role. Gary Gordon, managing director of Music Enterprises, says: "It is good for the plug- ger but I don't think it makes any difference to promotions." 

Eight pbs axed 

in Conifer rejig 
Distributor Conifer Records has made eight of its 44 staff redundant in a "restructuring" move, writes Phil Sommerich. Alison Wenham, Conifer Records' MD, says the job loss- es are not a direct result of the , recession but partly stem from the "traumatic" collapse of its parent company Conifer last year following stock market trading losses. Conifer now has a new par- ent company, Figurehead Fi- 

"The staff changes do not in any way damage the infra- structure of the company, which is very strong," says Wenham. "The changes will allow sen- ior management to have more 

involvement with our cus- tomers, a link we had lost, and allow us to realise our plans for the future." Two senior staff have lost their posts — David Barnard, marketing manager for Coni- fer's own label, and Phil O'Hagan, who joined only last November from EMI as head of sales. Wenham says there is no lack of confidence among its distributed labels, which in- clude major classical names such as Telarc, Bis and Hungaroton. "There are three or four labels we will be choosing to stop representing, but no labels are seeking to leave us," she says. 

Nelson: taking legal advice 
ieison in 
battle with 
ex-partner 
Former Be Bop Deluxe front- man Bill Nelson is fighting to keep control of the label he founded. He is taking legal advice to aid efforts to recover masters of his work from Cocteau Rec- 

Nelson's former manager Mark Rye controls the label which Nelson formed with him as a vehicle for his own work. "Mark Rye has masters rep- resenting 10 years of my work which I cannot get to," says Nelson. Rye ended his management agreement with Nelson last October but retained control of the label and the Bill Nelson Fan Club. Rye recently issued Nelson's Simplex album by mail order against the musician's wishes. But Rye, who also co-runs reissue label See For Miles, says he plans to wind down both the label and fan club. Nelson is now managed by Orion Arts and has plans to 

Indie CD title 
set te launch 
The indie music market is be ing targeted for the launch a new CD magazine. Volume, the brainchild former Sweatbox Records label manager Rob Deacon, features a compilation CD and a 200- page booklet in its first issue. It will have an initial dealer price of £6.05 rising to £7.29, for the next issues. Distribu- tion is through Pinnacle. 
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NEWSFILE 

London Weekend Television has begun production of a new television show which will bring European music to UK 
The programme, under the working title The Big E, is cur- rently recruiting presenters and is due to begin broadcast- ing in September. Series producer Philip Najmann says the show is likely to carry a chart al- 

though he remains sceptical whether an accurate pan- European rundown is possible. The Big E intends to provide an outlet for European talent with a mix of videos and fea- tures. Najmann says it will have a broad-based documen- tary approach rather than maintain a strict music policy. "One show could have a piece on Parisian rappers then go to sleazy German rock 

clubs." says Najmann. "What we would love to do is break an artist in the UK." Najmann says he is looking for 18 to 30-year-old present- ers with TV or radio experi- ence, fluency in English as well as one other European language. The series of hour-long shows will run for a year. Najmann hopes it will be scheduled before lam. 

"We believe the European Commission will publish a di- rective which the UK will have to follow, but we would like to think the Government would do something itself." Fine spoke after being elect- ed to succeed Bhaskar Menon as chairman of the IFPI board. Menon is standing down after 21 years service. The vacancy will be filled by Virgin Music Group managing director Ken Berry. Fine has been on the IFPI board for three years. Fine left his native South Africa to become head of Poly- Gram Leisure in January 1979, becoming executive vice president of the PolyGram group in January 1983. He was appointed worldwide president and CEO in Septem- ber 1987. He remains chairman of PolyGram NV's supervisory 

PUS has opened its third regional office with the acquisition of new premises in Warrington, Cheshire. Steve Baxter heads the 10-strong staff. 
An all-day concert tribute to Bob Marley is to be headed by the surviving members of The Wallers. Also appearing at the One Love festival at the west London Stadium in East Acton on July 21 are reggae artists Barrington Levy, Gregory Isaacs and Freddie McGregor. 
EMI has signed two new pianists to its Classics label. Pianist/conductor Daniel Barenboim will record a set of Mozart variations and Stephen Kovacevich is contracted for a minimum of 14 CDs. 
Classical distributor Gamut has added three new labels to its roster — UK based Merlin, the Swedish company Musica Sveciae and from Norway, Victoria. 
London station Choice FM is to stage a 48-hour fund-raising broadcast for various charities. The Choiceathon will include a series of outside broadcasts runs from July 12 

MEWS 

Jefferson: frustrated ^ 
Jefferson tor ' 
set up new 
dance label 
US dance producer Marshall Jefferson is launching his own label in the UK because he is so frustrated with his home market. Pioneering house producer Jefferson, who was behind hits by Ten City and Kym Mazelle, is disconcerted with the time it takes to break dance acts in the US and has set up his own label, Other Side Records. He sees the UK as a more efficient and effective route and has hired former MixMag deputy editor Guy Wingate to run the operation here as vice president and chief executive. Wingate comments: 'It is much easier to put out a record here, Ten City took ages to sort out a US deal but dance music can't operate like that. "The music has to be out quickly as it usually has a short life. In the States, Mar- shall found the process was just too slow," he says. The label intends to have a low profile initially, releasing limited runs of each 12-inch single. Nine artists have al- ready been signed. Radio, club promotions and press will be handled by out- side companies and Wingate is considering options for a pro- duction and distribution deal. Meanwhile, Wingate is de- veloping his own career as an artist alongside former Rhythm King signing and DJ Jay Strongman. The two have signed a pro- ject deal with Island Records' 4th & B'way label. 

IFPI chief blasts 

UllCs levy policy 
The British Government is failing to recognise the value of worldwide royalties by not introducing a blank tape levy, says the IFPI's new board "chairman David Fine. Fine, 61, president and chief executive officer of PolyGram until January, says the UK lags behind the rest of the world. It is ignoring the fight against worldwide copyright theft which has helped the UK achieve record income in over- seas royalties in recent years, he says. Latest BPI estimates of 'in- visible" music exports rose to £475m in 1989 — a rise of 50m over two years — compared with £141m for visible exports in the same year. The figures have been boost- ed by successes tackling piracy in Hong Kong, Singapore, In- donesia and Saudi Arabia, says Fine, who as part of his new role will also be backing 

^ c. 

the campaign for controls on record and tape rental shops in Japan, South-east Asia and some European countries. Advances in digital media, including those in digital broadcasting, demand greater controls on home taping, he 
"Some 80 million blank tapes are bought in Britain every year, yet it is one of the few countries which has not supported a tape levy. It is disappointing because Britain has led the way in many areas of copyright law," says Fine. 

Ell plans global 

supplf network 
EMI is to circle the globe with a co-ordinated supply chain under new managing director of EMI Music Operations, Peter Knee. Knee takes over from former head Richard Burkett, who has masterminded the move to a custom-built manufacturing and distribu- tion plant in Leamington Spa 

Now the plan is to extend the European policy of inte- grating EMTs studios, press- ing plants and distribution centres throughout the globe, says Knee. "Richard has done a lot of 

rationalisation in Europe which we now need to do for the rest of the world," says Knee. EMI intends to create a co- ordinated world infrastructure so release schedules can be synchronised in all territories. "This is a worldwide com- pany," he adds. Burkett, who will remain a consultant to the company, joined EMI as MD in Septem- ber 1986. Knee was recruited to EMI by Burkett in May 1988 as di- rector of finance after spells with BP, Jaguar and the Delta Metal Group. 
LWT to air European music show 
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The Silencers: the next 18 months are crucial— "after that, we'll never be able to break them here" 

iMG sticks to its 

guns on Silencers 
The berets on sale at the mer- chandising stall were an un- familiar sight, but the ecstatic reception The Silencers were given at Rennes, a student stronghold in Brittany, was a clear indication of the band's popularity in France. Their third album, Dance To The Holy Man, is already close to outstripping the 200,000-plus sales of its predecessor. Italy, Spain and their native Scotland (where the album en- tered an experimental Scottish chart at number six compared with number 39 in the official MW national chart) are equally devoted to The Si- lencers, but the rest of the UK remains stubbornly indiffer- 

and radio still aren't getting behind the band, despite acces- sible singles such as the re- cent Bulletproof Heart and an increasingly diverse, rootsier "stadium" sound. "They are perceived as a dinosaur act or Simple Minds clones in England," Marshall reckons. "But BMG is very committed because every- where the band get press and radio coverage, they sell rec- ords. Their three albums have sold a total of 450,000 world- wide. The fact that we're a worldwide company allows us to carry on developing the band." But for how long? Marshall admits the next 18 months are crucial: "After that, we'll never be able to break them 

"The fact The Silencers fit ii i the c t UK p igle market is why they've had problems with radio, but it's also their strength musi- cally. When they do fit in, they'll be huge." Marketing efforts concen- trating on a variety of singles formats to motivate the band's fan base have yet to yield re- 
The band will be touring England in the autumn, co- inciding with a new single and a concerted media assault by RCA. The example of fellow Scots- men Del Amitri's break- through after two albums and several singles shows that pa- tience is not only a virtue but can be a strategy in itself. Martin Aston 

THE EAR 
MW's Talent Tipsheet 

WOLVERHAMPTOM THIS STATE OF MIND It is well worth hearing Angles by this young four- piece. A sprightly indie-pop number with wry lyrics, it holds a good deal of promise. Elsewhere, Smile, despite its name, is rather dour and re- calls the Psychedelic Furs, while the closing track, Think About It, could do with a bit more life. 

URBAN COOKIE Featuring A Guy Called Ger- ald keyboard player Rohan Heath and Mane rapper Hazi 

P, Urban Cookie have a com- mercial sound which will ap- peal to younger dance fans rather than lovers of NWA and cp. The two efforts on their demo are impressively breezy and Mother In Law Blues sounds a definite winner. Pity about the false Yank accents. Contact: Adrian Percival Tel: 061-953 4049 
CHELTEMHAIVi  
DYNAMIC PETS There is a nice contemporary feel to this four-piece's demo, with songs which sound like they could come from EMF's older brothers. No Heaven is a shimmering jangly effort which could be very good given some producer's oomph, while 

LONDON 
EXUVIAE Given their name and the opening song title, Procession, one would not expect this duo to provide light relief. And so it proves through two plodding downbeat post-Goth efforts which considerably limit their appeal. Procession does suc- ceed on its own terms, how- ever, with some hard driving guitars and offbeat spoken vo- 
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MEDIA 

EXPOSURE 
La 

m 

Programme; Nicky Brown Show, broadcast as part of the BBC Night Network service to local radio stations in Newcastle, Cleveland, Humberside, York, Leeds, Sheffield, Manchester, Liverpool, Lancashire and Cumbria. Timing: Saturday 6-8.30pm. Audience: 2.1m listeners; 17m audience reach (BBC figures). Age profile: Core audience 14-35. 
Bird. Music policy: Features unsigned bands alongside big names in a mix of interviews, music and feature spots such as Alastair, Queen of the Stars, who predicts which new records will enter the chart. "The show caters for a mass market. We have three interviews a week, one with a new artist, and record companies offer us exclusiues" — Malcolm Bird. Typical show: Jason Donovan, Railway Children, Nomad, REM. Typical interviews: Powercut, BB Queen, Sonia. Presenter's view; "We're a very pop-orientated show and we always give a push to new bands."— Nicky Brown. Promoter's view: "The show has a happy atmosphere; it's very much a pop show. Nicky's interview format is lively and quick and suits the type of music I'm trying to promote. He gets a lot out of the artists. He's keen to do things with new artists; many stations aren't." 

Music's screen test 
All the best films have a happy ending — especially for the music companies which bene- fit from soundtrack spin-offs such as RCA's five-times plati- m Dirty Dancing LP, 

Palace Pictures Stephen Woolley. the launch of its Palace has begun 
able promotional well as some of the viously channelled business coffers. After receiving for film and \ 

profits pre- 

forc ong, m 
in mechanical and perform- ance royalties. But when Pal- ace releases Robbie Coltrane's version of Speedy Gonzales from its forthcoming feature The Pope Must Die next week (July 1), it will be spared some 

More important still, the company will control the tim- ing of the release as a co- ordinated part of the film's promotion campaign. The promotional value of the right single at the right time is epitomised by Cher's The Shoop Shoop Song. Its long run before the film's re- lease ensured a box office number one for Mermaids. But 

even that was not planned. "It was really just a happy coincidence," says Brian Bur- ton, Rank Films spokesman. "Where possible it is useful to get the single out before the film but it is not always achievable." Epic believed Cher's stature allowed it to gamble on a pre- film release. The UK's last film-led smash, Unchained Melody, was released well into Ghost's run. Epic marketing director Kit Buckler says; "Clearly with Cher an early release was a luxury we could afford." Combining movie glamour with a catchy tune, The Shoop Shoop Song was May's most played promo and clearly hit the right note for both Rank and Epic. But such co-operation is not par for the course. Oscar-win- ning producer of film sound- 

tracks Ray Wilson says: "There are some publishers or labels who don't want to get involved. But the film indus- try has to be educated too. I re- cently offered a producer a Chris Isaak song that would have been perfect but he refus- ed in favour of an artist he 
Hit singles like David Bowie's Absolute Beginners are no guarantee of hit movies. Neither does use in a block- buster make a song into a smash as Q Lazarus are prov- ing with Goodbye Horses from Silence Of The Lambs. The hit and miss history of film-led singles is often at- tributed to the inability of mu- sic and film companies to work 
But if Palate's go-it-alone strategy works, record com- panies could be the losers. Matthew Cole 

TABLOID SURVEY 
MC Hammer tops MWs tab- loid survey for the second month running. In the four weeks to May 30, Hammer appeared in 17 pop page stories and gig reviews in tabloids including the Daily Star and Sun. Completing the top 10 were Madonna (11 reviews or stor- 

ies), Sinead O'Connor (9), Mick Jagger (7), New Kids On The Block (14), Wilson Phil- lips (4), Paul Simon (6), Dannii Minogue (4), EMF (9) and Chesney Hawkes (4). Source: Media Sh Rankings based on length of stories in column inches multi- plied by circulation. 

MONDAY JUNE 24 
Of 
TUESDAY JUNE 25 
Jazz 625 featuring Julian 0"Cannonball" Adderley. New series. BBC2; 11.15-11.45pm. 
Hothouse Flowers — Feet OOn The Ground, Channel Four: 11.35-1.35am. 
WEDNESDAY JUNE 26 
The Best Of The Word O featuring Vanilla Ice and Maria McKee, Channel Four: 6.30-7pm. 
THURSDAY JUNE 27 
Top Of The Pops, BBC1: p-^pi 7-7.30pm. 
Bhangra Beat featuring O Apache Indian, ITV: 2.30-3am (regions 

The Best Of The Word featuring That Pe Emotion, Channel Four: 6.30-7pm. 
Afropop Worldwide 

SATURDAY JUNE 29 
The ITV Chart Show, 
o 11.30am-12.30pm. Strange Days featuring The ' V'' *] Doors, Radio One: EteJ 2-3pm. 
In Concert featuring f"" j Richard Thompson L—d and Crowded House, Radio One; 10-llpm. 
Paramount City featuring 

WATCH THE SKY 

'Temple Head' 
tbans-global underground 

Distribution: A.PT. Sales Tel: 0904 652524 
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FEATURE 

Returning the stars 
of yesteryear to 
today's charts is not 
for the faint- 
hearted. Helen ( 
Bullough finds the 
well-trodden 
comeback trail is 
not an easy path 

Doing the res 
Hello, Hello I'm Back Again: the title of Gary Glitter's 1973 hit might as well be his motto. Since his first string of hits in the early Seventies, the performer has staged at least half a dozen comebacks. The glitter might be looking a bit tarnished in his case — singles such as last Christmas' Red Hot Reputation on Virgin have failed to match the success of earlier releases — but his example hasn't stopped other musical has-beens trying to rejuvenate their 

Tom Jones and Van Morrison may not seem a likely partnership, but Dover Records commercial director John Cokell says the I a key part of what has become a drawn- out atlcrapl to rejuvenate Jones' hip-thrusting career. Awareness of the artist was already 

left its mark on too many of them. The Van Morrison connection aims to solve both these problems, Dover believed it would guarantee a hit single, templing lapsed Tom Jones buyers to invest once 

earfy this year, thanks to the award-winning PR work Epic's Joanna Bums had co-ordinated on the 1987 Boy From Nowhere album. That reached 
in heavyweight US rock magazine Rolling 

to the attention of a whole new audience. 
seriously again," says Cokell. But they stopped buying his albums. The 1389 After Dark LP was Jones' lowest charting album over, spending just four weeks in the chart and peaking at 46, compared to top 10 releases such as Silver Bud and Just A Boy in the Seventies. Fans weren't the only ones who weren't biting. Dover also found it difficult to reel in the DJs, Delilah had apparently 

The launch of the Carrying The Torch album was timed to coincide with the screening of a BBC1 Omnibus about the singer on Good Friday. "So it was easy to sell in, with everyone from Woolworths to HMV," says Cokell. But the album has so far failed to crack Ore top 40, and a note of frustration creeps in when Cokell discusses the as yet elusive hh single. Couldn't Say Goodbye and Carrying The Torch, the two Van Morrison collaborations so far released, reached 60 and 75 respectively. Cokell is adopting a tenacious stance: there's another Morrison/Jones number, Not Feeling It Any More, on the way soon. "Somewhere down the line we will have a hit single," he says. 

variety of factors can trigger the decision to bring back an artist. It is, however, impossible to rule out the role of demographics: the ageing record buying population flocks to buy the sounds of its youth, a fact that 

Long gaps between albums are nothing unusual these days. But these aren't the Rod Stewarts and Dire Straits of the business who can spend four years between albums and spend the next two-and-a-half touring it. These artists have been forgotten, perhaps even by their fans. There is no marketing blueprint for a successful rejuvenation, and a 

marketing executiv It is simpler and 
Glitter, Tom Jones and Judy Tzuke to stage a comeback; they don't have to persuade estranged group members that it is a good idea. But sometimes the groups press ahead regardless. The Buzzcocks are doing it with a new drummer. OMD are going even further — Sugar Tax, the first album since the double-platinum Best of... has appeared without the participation of Paul Humphreys, one half of the recording duo. And there are more groups waiting in the wings. The grapevine has been buzzing with the news of a lOcc comeback, although Poly dor is keeping its cards close to its chest. Marketeers find it hard to pin down why some campaigns fail while others succeed without falling back on generalisations such as the legendary "quality" of many Sixties artists, but some of the second-time-round stories do have a lot in common. Dusty Springfield, Sandy Shaw and Tom Jones were all rejuvenated in the truest sense, their images acquiring a new, more youthful appeal thanks to associations with contemporary 

artists such as the Pet Shop Boys, Art Of Noise and the Smiths. It makes sense for artists to be pulled back by those involved in today's business. After all, they are best placed to spot any shortcomings in a perhaps-dated sound. Filling the musical gaps has contributed to the success of the Motorcity label set up by writer/producer Ian Levine five years ago to rejuvenate former Motown acts. Among his former hit makers who have achieved recent chart success is Frances Nero with Footsteps Following Me — a far bigger hit than her two Motown singles in 1966. When REG signed Billy Preston in January it was a direct result of its decision to exploit the potential of US singers working with UK producers such as Danny Rampling. Manager John Bourke says the partnership is working well with the first single, Heroes, pre-selling 7,000 on import ahead of its UK release this month when it went straight in to the MW dance chart at 29. It's not always that carefully plotted, of course, Freestyle Records' managing director Alan Bellman thought it was just another night in with the TV last September when he flicked over to the Des O'Connor show and watched the unsigned Shirley Bassey appear as a guest. Eight months later, after a £100,000 sales and promotion drive co-ordinated by Dino, Bellman had taken Bassey's 

a female singer/songwriter and re-establish her in the maiket," he says. "We had seen a lot of comebacks from 

No-one would wi Music of jumping on the rivalist bandwagon in its attempts to rejuvenate Judy Tzuke, best remembered for her Stay With Me Till Dawn hit of 1979. But it 
Columbia product manager Bertie de Bougeraent says the signing was a direct result of a thorough marketing strategy. "We thought it was the right time to get 

That relentless media exposure hasn't yet happened with Judy Tzuke, but Sony says it is deliberately pitching a low key campaign. "Call it sophisticated," says manager Alan James. "We're not trying to hype the market," says de Rougement. The album, Left Hand Talking, was launched last month and has so far failed to chart. A single, Outlaws, was released last week. But raising the singer's profile is still a key priority. "We've got to get her back into the public eye," says de Rougement The company has started with the media, eliciting editorial in Hello and women's magazines via two showcases at Ronnie Scott's, Sony says retailers were happy to stock the album - reassured, no doubt by the inclusion of a remixed version of the artist's greatest hit Next on the agenda are more PAs and relentless lobbying ol DJs to secure airplay. Sony admits it is a slow, but hopes it is a sure approach. "But we're certain this is the best way to guarantee long term success," says de 
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wection shuffle 
comeback LP Keep The Music Playing into the album chart at number 29. Bellman attributes the relative ease of Bassey's comeback to the fact that MOR fans are more loyal than their pop counterparts. But Freestyle found itself with a much tougher job when it tried to re-establish Leo Saver. The singer brought tire company his Love Hurts single from the Tom Sharpe film Wilt last year. "It was very hard work," says Bellman. "It got on a few playlists but nobody was really interested. Some people find it very difficult to get out of the Seventies mode." Freestyle's experience is typical of one of the most common dilemmas facing marketing men on rejuvenation jobs. EMI senior product manager Tristram Penna explains: 'The advantage with these artists is that they are already known so it is easier to build awareness; the disadvantage is that they may not be known for what we want them to be known for." In Leo Sayer's case, the image problem blocked what looked like a well-worn route to success — the dancefloor. His dance album, Cool Touch, stiffed in the UK. Manager Bob Clench says the problem was that the project was misconceived. "The music did not appeal to kids because he hadn't been around for a while and did not appeal to his normal fans because he wasn't doing what he normally does. The next album will go back to the old days, with real music 

and Leo telling stories," he says. Sayer's problems are shared by that other Seventies "sob throb" Gilbert O'Sullivan. The two singers are simply too closely associated with their era, says EMI's Penna. "And it has never been seen as an attractive or trendy time, unlike the Sixties which have always been held to be a wonderful time with really hip 
In fact, there was nothing wrong with the music. The white labelled So What by Gilbert O'Sullivan got to number three in the dance chart last year. It's just that the image didn't fit: when O'SuIIivan's identity was 

and publicity drive, So What disappeared from the dancefloors. But there is little doubt that his time will come again as the nostalgia bandwagon gathers speed, fuelled by the desires of ageing pop fans. Castle Communications, for example, is enjoying some success' with O'SuIIivan's new compilation album which reached number 50 in the album chart. Television advertising was used to win over retailers as well as consumers, 
was there for the product, and achieving pre-sales of 25,000. Billy Preston's manager John Bourke stresses the importance of carefully-timed publicity to provide the sales force with ammunition against dealer apathy. Working 

Although Dusty Springfield's comeback was triggered by a phone call from long- time fan Neil Tennant in 1939, EMI was quick to pick up on what it calls "The power of the Dusty brand". "We decided we would present her for what she is, a major singing talent and a good brand name," says senior product manager Tristram Penna. "It's not as if we were starting with someone a bit passe, like Dorothy Squires." The contemporary endorsement from Tennant was an undoubted bonus and EMI was confident that the singer's loyal following - with two separate fan clubs — would guarantee sales. But if wanted more. 'We also needed to bring in the young people who were interested in the Pet Shop Boys," says Penna. EMI embarked on a £70,000 TV advertising campaign with Woolworths to reach that audience and, in theory, the In Private album should have been a textbook success. It did go silver, selling more than 60,000 copies, but Springfield was quickly back in the wilderness. Tristram Penna will only say he is personalty disappointed that Die artist is no longer with the company. Capitol/Parlophone general manager Tony 

There are hints that not all was rosy in the relationship, however. Manager Vicki Wickham says she was unhappy that EMI failed to secure a US deal. . And, when asked for his general 
EMI man mutters darkly about ensuring acts are still committed enough to their careers to work hard at building success. 

"ft was her biggest-selling album for 25 years," he says - and refuses to comment on the decision to drop Springfield at the end of 1990. 

towards the launch of Preston's as yet un-named album next month, Bourke says he has already secured 10 editorial features to build interest and ensure coverage both before and after the release. Experienced artists who have done it all before can make marketing departments' jobs easier during their comeback campaign, says Sony Music product manager Bertie de Rougeraent. "With an artist who has done it all before, like Judy Tzuke, they will organise themselves, pick their musicians, it's all very professional," he says. Alan James, the singer's manager, sees it from a different angle. "It means we can't bullshit her — she's seen it all before!" he says. Unfortunately for the artist, though, that savoir faire doesn't always push up their market value. "No, they don't get more money," 

confirms James. Capitol's.pop marketing manager Tony Wadsworth justifies the sums by pointing out that the risks are often just as big as for breaking a new act. "After all, Dusty Springfield hadn't had a hit for 20 years," he says. Rejuvenation campaigns it seems are as fraught with difficulties — or "challenges" as marketing men prefer to call them — as those introducing new bands. And success, it seems, can be just as fleeting. Sandy Shaw is promoting her new book and once more without a record label. Tom Jones and his label, meanwhile, continue to hope for an as yet elusive hit single to finally convince DJs that he is no longer a cabaret crooner, but an artist with chart potential. But these are lessons that Gary Glitter must surely know off by heart 

The Buzzcocks have a problem. It's not just that every time they get close to signing a major deal the record labels back off, allhough manager Raf Edmunds is noticeably perturbed by the "procrastinations" of Polydor and London. It's more the fact that the Buzzcocks seem to have become victims of their own past success. The group have been elevated to "legends of their time" status - a tag which leaves them little room for a Nineties comeback. There are several explanations for why the band decided to reform in 1989 - Edmunds says he was inundated with requests from the industry, while EMI senior product manager Tim Chackfield says the seed was probably planted when EMI brought the group in for talks about the re-release of their back catalogue. Whatever the cause, very successful tours of the US, Japan and Europe swiftly followed. 

It was when they went back into the studio that the trouble started. Apart from the difficulties involved with not having a major deal, the Buzzcocks found themselves lacing a media backlash. And fans, it seems, were horrified by the idea of new Buzzcocks material. The reactions didn't improve when The Buzzcocks put up their own money to fund an EP with a song written, unusually, by guitarist Stove Diggle on the A-side. "We were assured by various media that his tracks were more contemporary," says Edmunds. "Now the only response I am getting is why should wo put his track first instead of a Pete Shelley number." So the tracks are being reversed. And that might be a sign that if the Buzzcocks are going to make h second time around, they will have to how to market pressures in a way they would previously have 
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MARKET REPORT 

Albums 
Kim Basinger is a name you expect to encounter in the cinema rather than the record shop, but the delectable actress plays a lounge singer in her new movie Too Hot To Handle. On the soundtrack album, Basinger reveals herself to have a powerful, pure and pretty voice, ideally suited to the demands of standards like Let's Do It, Honeysuckle Rose and Satisfy My Soul, all of which are given full and traditional accompaniment. Soul's a tricky idiom to master. Make it too smooth and creamy and it sounds sterile. Stick in a few vocal idiosyncrasies and instrumental quirks and it comes alive. In the latter- category comes Devotion by Mary Rose. A collection of homegrown and original tracks, it is an almost 

complete triumph with particularly strong tracks including Keep Calling and Give Me Faith. Less rewarding to listen to, but destined to be a bigger seller. Crystal Waters' Surprise is just that, with a jazzy scat (Twisted) and an acapella/pcrcussion oddity (Deepest Of Hearts) nestling among some Gypsy Woman soundalikes. Waters has very severe vocal limitations but the Basement Boys production pulls this one through. Lennon and McCartney compositions making their first appearance on CD are now a rare event, but Connoisseur's Lennon & McCartney Songbook Volume 2 includes at least one, Mike Shannon & The Strangers' One And One Is Two from 1964. It was one of only a few songs the pan- wrote for others. Fine performances abound, with Esther Phillips, Fats Domino and Billy Preston 

all in good form. A steady 
g2E32ZB32H3H PEABO BRYSON: Can You Stop The Rain (Columbia 4678571). Michael Bolton's Soul Provider is the weak link in a classy soul album, which benefits greatly from some splendid new songs from veteran songwriting husband and wife Barry Mann and Cynthia Weil. 
Singles  
Already off to a flier in the clubs and about to wing its way into the chart is the infamous Daffy Duck, with The Party Zone. Only a novelty in the sense that it contains a few references to cartoon characters to complement its video, the record is actually a very good house single, with some soulful uncredited female wailing and Daffy's rap, thankfully performed without the aid of a silly 

paIiy 
Z=E 

Daffy Duck: club hit 
Rhythm Of The Beast is the first tune ever written by Iron Maiden drummer Nicko McBrain, who describes it as an "instru-MENTAL". There is a certain amount of truth in that, his manic skinbeating taking centre stage on a highly competent offering, driven by a horn section, with guitar and Hammond organ appearing to fill gaps. Invigorating, and a hit. OMD are riding on the crest of a wave. Their last single, Sailing On The 

Seven Seas, reached the dizzy heights of the Top 3, and their upcoming tour is rapidly selling out. Their new single, Pandora's Box, should easily maintain their renewed impetus. A melodic, bouncy pop song. Entrancing and addictive. 
MWWmnliiw:mm CHER: Love And Understanding (Geffen GFS 5). With a recent number one single, and a current number one album to her credit, Cher has never been more popular, and songs like this are the reason why. Written by the fearsomely gifted Diana Warren, who has the rare talent to write great lyrics and melodies, this string driven thing has enough peaks and troughs to allow Cher to demonstrate her full range of vocal prowess. She's never sung better, or more passionately, and richly deserves the big hit that this will inevitably be. AJan Jones 

Something of an independents celebration is on its way to shops over the coming months. Connoisseur Collection be- gins its The Indie Scene series in July. The 10 volumes, due once every two months, each represents a year in the life of independent/alternative music since 1977. Series compilers Mark Stratford and Dave Henderson are suffering the usual prob- lems of securing certain tracks but it promises to be an in- triguing delve into the past. Also on the way, through Demon Records, is a boxed-set from the legendary Stiff label and a compilation of the best of the Chiswick label — out on Ace Records, Of the new material, look out for remixes and re-releases from The Shamen (Move Any Mountain) and St Etienne (Only Love .. ./Filthy, featur- ing Q-Tee). To Mother, the all-girl Babes In Toyland's follow-up to Spanking Machine, on Twin Tone, is as promising as Throwing Muses' debut al- 
For pure grunge, there is the Smashing Pumpkins' Gish, on Caroline, Whipped Cream's & Other Delights and Union Carbide Productions' From Influ- ences To Ignorance, both on Radium/MNW. 

FLOOD: Jealousy Comes To The Rescue EP. Quarry Records. A debut on their own label, this four-track EP is an inspired combination of searing guitar pop and con- vincingly cool vocals. One of the best debuts of the year. Nick Robinson 

Hyperion becomes one of the few indies with two period-in- strument house bands this month with the recording debut of The Brandenburg Consort, playing Bach': chestral suites. The Consort, directed from the violin by Roy Goodman, makes its Proms debut on 26 July, and Goodman's other or- chestra, The Hanover Band, also reaches Volume 4 of its Haydn symphony cycle in this month's Hyperion releases, which emphasise the label's strength in early music with two CD/cassettes of Mozart's mature string quintets — of- ten considered the composer's greatest works — from the 
Salomon Quartet plus violaist Simon Whistler. There is also a second volume of cathedral music by Eng- land's greatest unrecognised 16th century composer, John Sheppard, sung by Harry Christophers' The Sixteen. The rich Hollywood-style late romanticism of Erich Korngold has a growing cult following, evidenced by Pinna- cle's launch of five discs of his music on the US Varese Sarabande label, including the early (but enormous) Sinfo- nietta, plus the scores from The Adventures Of Robin Hood, Kings Row, Anthony Adverse and The Sea Hawk, all in luscious performances. RCA rounds off its 12-vol- ume Korngold series with the Elizabeth and Essex film score, conducted by movie-mu- sic expert Charles Gerhardt. Another strong theatrical re- lease is the London cast re- cording of Sondheim's Into The Woods, last year's big hit. 

STRAUSS: Horn Concertos And Other Works. Barry Tuckwell, Royal Philhar- monic Orchestra/Vladimir Ashkenazy. Decca. Tuckwell is 60 this year (he gives a cel- ebratory Proms performance on 26 July) but shows no sign of it in a zippy performance of the First Concerto, an expan- sively mellow one of No 2, with excellent orchestral support. Generous fill-ups include se- ductive playing of the horn solo introducing the final scene of Capriccio. Phil Sommerich 

Out now are Billy Griffin Technicolour (Motor City MOTC 72), superb gently whinnied 95bpm soul jogger, producer Ian Levine's follow- up to his Frances Nero hit; FKW Romeo And Juliet (Next Plateau NPL 780, P), haunt- ing 98bpm lush instrumental; Moby Go (Outer Rhythm FOOT 15, RTM/P), 125.7bpm Twin Peaks/house fusion, re- viewed on white label April 13; LFO We Are Back (WARP WAP 14, P), robotically inton- ed 127.8bpm fierce bleeper; Cool 2 Kinda Groovy (City Sounds/Rumour PROCTX 1, P), much altered chugging 121bpm remix, flipped by the attractive 114.7bpm original; Dodge City Productions Ain't Going For That (4th + B'way 12BRW 221), lovely languidly drawled lOObpm slinky jazz rap: Johnny Bris- tol Come To Me (WhichWay/Hott Waxx TWJB1, via 0925 59235), Tho- mas & Taylor created 104.8bpm husky soul roller; Cry Cisco! Afro Dizzi Act Revisited (Supreme SUPET 187), jauntily jiggling 

swingbeat-ish 101.4bpm Norman Cook remix; 2-Mad (I Can't Get No) Satisfaction (Big Life BLR T49. F). Stones guitar riff backed shouting jiggly 124.1bpm pop rap; Sil- ver Bullet Ruff Karnage (Par- lophone 12R 6290), frantic 131bpm rap for fans only; Va- nilla Ice Rollin' In My 5.0 (SBK 12SBK 27), Fly Like An Eagle based 100.5bpm pop rap; George Kranz Din Daa Daa (Cardiac CNYT 5, F), drasti- cally toned down 120.7bpm mundane hip house remix; L.U.P.O. So Hard (Low Spirit/yo-bro 12 YOBR 22, TRC/BMG), Hamburg DJ's murky 122.6bpm raver. 
SOLO: Rainbow (Sample Free). Reverb RVBT003, via 071-938 1917. Piping and throbbing 127.6bpm electro treatment of the kids' TV show theme, much sought after when white labelled last year. James Hamilton 

Sequel this week releases a quartet of superior albums from Sylvia Robinson's All Platinum stable; a Greatest Hits by The Moments (NEM CD 614), a pair of various art- ists collections — Sweet Stuff (CD 616) and On The Real Side (CD 615) — and Linda Jones' For Your Precious Love (CD 167). Best of the batch is the Jones outing: deep soul at its finest, as those who have heard the emotionally drench- ed title track will know. The Moments, though a tad too sweet for me, should do even better, while Sweet Stuff and Real Side are nifty intros to the oddities of the catalogue. From the same period comes From The Pointer Sisters 

With Love (RCA ND90541), a "some of the hits and some of the misses" collection that catches the group turning from a soul act into a rock act. Less appealing are Lovingly Yours Millie (Southbound CDSEWM 037) from Millie Jackson and Hot On The One (Polydor 847 856-2) from James Brown. The latter catches the godfather of soul between funk and soul and un- sure of himself, while the Jackson outing sees her clear- ly tired of stoking the fires of marital discord. Some artists either shuffle the changes to perfection or simply continue being them- selves like the following examples: Indestructible (Arista 411567) from The Four Tops, The Aladdin Sessions (EMI CDP 7965672) from Louis Jordan and Dream Of A Lifetime (Colum- bia 9825912) from Marvin Gaye. Of the three, Louis Jor- dan is the best, even though it catches him past his best with Decca in the Forties. Similarly nifty is The Four Tops album which sees them playing the Eighties guest artists game (Aretha, Clarence Clemmons, Kenny G) to perfection. Sadly, of course Gaye didn't master- mind Dream, but though it is out-takes, it has the feel of a real album. 
THE FLAMINGOS: The Best Of The End Years (Se- quel NEMCD 609). This 20- track collection is simply the best. As their biggest hit, I Only Have Eyes, confirms, the group are masters of the ro- mantic "doo wop" ballad. After all those naff versions of "doo wop" hits, here we get "doo wop" as it should sound. Phil Hardy 
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12 Jam spread Watch out for The Jam's Greatest Hits 
1 It ain't over yet 20 Higher jump 22 
I Lenny continues his Primal Scream soar !l singles chart rise into indie top three 
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CHART FOCUS 
Jason Donovan's Any Dream Will Do single ii chart champ by a massive margin this week, selling very nearly as many copies as numbers two, three and four combined. The Donovan's victory will probably ensure that Any Dream Will Do will stay at number one for two or three more weeks, a fact which probably means Erasure (pictured) won't reach pole Clarke 

The week's highest debutai at number three, the Erasure single is their first release in nearly a year, and their 14th hit in all. Five of their hits have ultimately reached the top five, but none has reached number one. Their previous highest debut was at number six with Drama in September 1989. Though he left Depeche 11 previous hits. Adams' Mode before they had a top single is taken from the five hit, Erasure's keyboards wizard Vince Clarke previously reached the top five three times with Alison Moyet as Yazoo and once with Feargal Sharkey as the Assembly — all without 

ithout reaching number one than any other artists. Canadian Bryan Adams is the week's other singles chart highflyer, his latest single (Everything I Do) I Do It For You debuting at number eight. That's already a three place improvement on the highest position attained by any of his 
upcoming Robin Hood; Prince OfThieves movie starring Kevin Costner. Hey Stoopid springs 18 places to number 25 to become the second biggest solo hit of Alice Cooper's career. Alice 

ANALYSIS 
Anew marketing campaign in garages and service stations is highlighting music product. Until recently the only music product stocked in petrol stations was on racks or in dump bins, sometimes in a far from prominent position. But a new idea developed by racker Pic-A-Tape has seen top name product being shifted on to the counter and directly into the public eye. Pic-A-Tape started the scheme six months ago with countertop merchandisers containing CDs and cassettes of the Whitney Houston album I'm Your Baby Tonight, on 

Local radio tie-ins were organised with stations plugging the album with the words, "Buy it at a filling station near you". That first two-month campaign was so successful that the company soon booked more promotions, says Pic-A- Tape national field sales manager Jim Scott. "After Whitney, n 

record companies approached us about doing something with their artists," he says. Gloria Estefan, Eurythmics and now Michael Bolton (pictured) have followed, with Cher being the next national promotion, "It is not the radio stations that really sell the idea, it is the prime selling point on the 

st of the 

"But the best thing about these promotion packs is that it gets CDs into outlets that have been unsure of them." In the long run, this has led 

led a band of the same name to five Top 20 hits in the first half of the Seventies, but his only major hit since was Poison, which climbed to number two inl989. Sixteen singles enter the Top 75 this week, a big drop on the 23 that debuted a week ago. First signs are that the BPI initiative to reduce the maximum number of variants allowed on releases from five to four has worked only to increase the already massive number of records that appear in the chart. With only four formats to play with, there are fewer chances of artificially extending the lifespan of cult records for long enough for them to attract casual buyers and progress up the chart. Cher adds a number one album to her list of achievements this week, as Love Hurts debuts in pole position, crushing all opposition. Sales of the album were more than three times those of runner-up Out Of Time by R.E.M. Alan Jones 

to higher sales, says Scott, and now CD sales are outstripping cassettes at garages, particularly if they are close to major venues such as Wembley or the NEC in Birmingham. When a major artist is playing the venues, Pic-A-Tape sends garages extra copies of the artist's product for people coming to • and from the concerts. Phil Dixon, shop development officer for Texaco which has music product in 75% of its 1,200 UK stations, says: "Sales of music product are very important to us — it is a big market. I think we should be doing a lot more of 
Sell-through is also a growing market, he adds, as it is often music-related and the ideal gift — making it another reason for record companies to get involved. Who knows, maybe one day soon it won't be just petrol that record company sales reps will be stopping at garages for. Nick Robinson 

Index of unit sales. 100=weekly average in 1990 Albums Singles Music Video 

Last This % diff This week last year 

ALBUMS MARKET SHARE BY CHART POSITION 

Bob Marley & The Wallers, Tuff Gong 2 THE BEST OF ROD STEWART, (83 Rod Stewart WEA 3 SOUL PROVIDER, (68 Michael Bolton, Columbia 4 HEART OF STONE, (98 Cher. Geffen 5 SUPPERYWHENWET, (236 

6 LOOK SHARP!, Roxettc, EMI 7 VIVALDI FOUR SEASONS, Nigel Kennedy/ECO, EMI 8 HEAVEN ON EARTH, Belinda Carlisle, Virgin 9 ONLY YESTERDAY, 
236) 10 HELLO. I MUST BE GOINGi, go Phil Collins. Virgin > must have appeared in the Top 200 artist chart for 52 weeks or more. E weeks in chart. Compiled by ERA from Gallup data. Based on Top 200 a 

FROM RICK WAKEMAN'S OWN LABEL 
AMBIENT RECORDS 

OUT NOW 
BLACK KNIGHTS AT THE COURT of FERDINAND IV CD-AIOMI CASS-AIOMCI PHANTOM POWER CD-AIOM2 CASS-A IOMC2 ASPIRANT SUNSET CASS-AMBIM ASPIRANT SUNRISE CASS-AMB2M CLASSICAL CONNECTION CD-AMB5MCD CASS-AMB5MC 

NEW RELEASE 2000 AD INTO THE FUTURE CD-AMB6MCD CASS-AMB6MC 
ON TOUR NOW! AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM 

A.M.T. DISTRIBUTION 27 Windsor Road, Wraysbury, Staincs, Middlesex TW19 5DE Tel: 0748 48 2S5U268X FAX: 0784 48 2203 NO MINIMUM ORDER 
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IF IT'S OUT IT'S IN...CHARTS PLUS 

a [music week publication 

CHARTS PLUS is indispensable to 
> record companies 
> publishers 
> retailers 
> artist management 
> media 
and anyone with an interest in the music industry 
CHARTS PLUS is produced by chart specialists, 
ERA, each Monday, using the most up to date 
information of the OFFICIAL UK CHARTS compiled 
by Gallup forthe music industry and used by Music 
Week and the BBC. 
CHARTS PLUS includes charts and information 
which are not available elsewhere. 
CHARTS PLUS gives you a wealth of 
chart data and background information 
for less than £10 per week. 

★ SsogSes and Alboms posStions 
76-200 

f ★ Detailed commentary on all new 
x entries 
★ IVlarket shares by format 
★ Genre charts not published 

anywhere else 
★ Playlisted singles by radio station 
★ World charts and country profiles 

For further details and a complimentary copy of CHARTS PLUS, please fill in the coupon below and send it to Graham Walker, Spotlight 
Publications Ltd, 8th Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR. Telephone 071-620 3636. Fax 071-928 2881. 

'10% discount on all subscriptions received before 1 July. 

CHARTS 
\rnPaC! 

□ I am interested in CHARTS PLUS, please send me a free copy 
□ I would like to subscribe to CHARTS PLUS, please invoice me at: 
□ £130.00 per quarter 
O £495.00 per annum 

_ Position . 
Company . 
Address 

Nature of business _ 
Signature   
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TITLES AZ 
(WRITERS) 

TOF I5 SINGLES J"" 
THE OFFICIAL Imusicweek CHART 

As used by Top Of The Pops aod Radio One 

) 1 Is.  Lahen^Z-HDistnhutor) i i; 1 Artist (Producer) P bfshe ^ 
t , ANY DREAM WILL DO w™™.,, u 2 2 Jasor Donovan (Wrighll Really Useful RURCS7/RURC07 

38 47 , GENERATIONS OF LOVE h Jesus Loves You (Rogers) Virgin/Rhythm King lore Protein PR0T 10(12) IF) PR0C lO/PROC010 
A 39 - f , TOUCH ME (ALL NIGHT LONG) STOCJSdso 9 1 WANNASEX YOU UP 0 A 1 ' Color Me Badd (Or Freeze/Howie T/SpidermanlH p Hop/Hifrost00''5^ W0035CO 40 38 7 , TAINTED LOVE Soft Cell/Marc Almond (Thome) Burlinqton/WC sSSorcl)?® 
A o rm chorus O tay Erasure (Phillips) Sonel/Andy Bell Mule-/12MUTE125(P» CMUTE125/CDMU7E125 41 « 7 , IF LOOKS COULD KILL MCATWfDIKBMG) TWCll/DTWril 
A n t THINKING ABOUT YOUR LOVE 4 5 5 Kenny Thomas (Percy/LcverlEMI/Bondor CooltempoCOOKX) 235(E) 42 EES LITTLE LOST SOMETIMES PoIydorPOlSI/PZ 151(F) A -/PZC0151 A 

A c c DO YOU WANT ME J 6 6 Sall-N-Pepa (Hurby Luv Bug/lnvincibles) All Boy FG^SJ 43 " 3 , SHE SELLS London LON(X) 298(F) A LONCS298/LONCD298 ^ 
■rh c , „ FROM A DISTANCE O 7 8 Belle Midler IMardinlRondor Atlantic A 7820(1} (W) A7820DA7820CD ® 44 « 7 , HIGHER THAN THE SUN Primal Scream (The Orb) EMI/Complete/EMI Creation CRE096dHPI 

7 , o BABY BABY 0 A!.MAM(YI727/AMMC727/AMCD727|F) ' 3 8 Amy Grant (Thomas) Edward Gram/Age To Age/Yellow Elephant ILcosong) (5) 45 - 2 , OPTIMISTIC ^ j L • H- )EMfpKtfve,'E',ss'WPEreS5 A 
A o- ptwm (EVERYTHING 1 DO) 1 DO IT FOR YOU «MAMIY|)89(F| O-UiM Bryan Adams (Adams) MCAiAlmo/Badams/Zomba/Zachary AMMC789/AMC0789 46 1E3 AND THEN SHE SMILES The Mock Turtles (SmilWCoogan) Virgin srnciSndg^S ^ Q „ , THE SHOOPSHOOP SONG (IT'S IN HIS KISS) • EprdSMl 3 ' 12 CherlAsher)Carlin|TMI 65«6737/(656673«6566732 8 47 - 4 JEALOUSY 1 Pet Shop Boys (Pel Shop Boys/Faltermeyer) Cage/10 
A in „ , THE MOTOWN SONG HU 12 3 Rod Stewart (Perry) MCA/Geffen Warner Brothers W0030(TP)(W) W0030C/W0030CD 48 [S] GOT A LOVE FOR YOU ^ Giant W0040(T)(W) ^ 
A 11 H , I^T A'N'T OVER 'TIL IT'SJJVER Virgin America VUS(D 43 (F| VUSC43/VUSCD43 49NEV..;, , MAMA ■ Kim Appleby (Schweir/De Angelisl C N'K/Periect Parlophone(12)R 6291(E) * TCR6291/CDR 6291 A 

A 19 „ . I TOUCH MYSELF lA 13 8 Oivinyls (no credit)WC/Denise Barry/EMI Virgin America VUSfT) 36 (R 50 St 3 GIRLS Powercut featuring Nubian Prinz IPowercut) IQ/CC Eternal YZ 570(7) (W) A ■dZ570CO A 

10 ONLY FOOLS (NEVER FALL IN LOVE) IQZB«SI3/ZT«614|BMG) IO '0 5 Sonia (Wright) EMI/Hyde Park/Cordelia ZK«613/ZD«614 (| 51 CSE LOOKING FOR THE SUMMER Chris RcalKellylWC East West YZ 584(7) (W) » YZ 584C/YZ 584C0 A 

A 1 /} „ , RUSH RUSH 14 22 2 Paula Abdul (Smith/Lord) EMI Virgin America VUSOY) 38 (F) 51 34 4 COVER MY EYES (PAIN AND HEAVEN) Marillion (Neil) Charisma/Rondor EMI (12)MARIL(P) 13(E) 7CMARiL 13/CDMARILS13 
A ■]0 15 PEOPLE ARE STILL HAVING SEX PolydorPOl47/PZ147(R POCS147/P2C0147 53 « 8 1 LIKE THE WAY (THE KISSING GAME) Hi-Five (Riley) Zomba/B-Funk Jive JIVEfT) 271 (BMG) VJIVECD271 
A IR „ , REAL LOVE 0 U 27 2 Dnza-Bone (Driza-Bone) Rondor 4ih-fB'way(121BRW2M(R 54 33 7 RECIPE FOR LOVE/IT HAD TO BE YOU Harry Connick Jr (Connick/Shaiman) A) EMI AA) EMI Co!umb|K6mW 

17 SHINY HAPPY PEOPLE ■ # 9 REM (Litt/REM) WC Warner 55 « 8 CROCKETT'S THEME/CHANCER Jan Hammer (Hammer) A) MCA AA) EMIA/irgin MCA MCS1541/-(BMG) •/MCS7D1541 
A 1Q ^ , THERE'S NOTHING LIKE THIS I q 29 z Omar (Omar & The Family) PolyGram/Congo TalkinLoudTLK(X)9(R TlKMC9/rLKCD9 56 » 3 LAST TRAIN TO TRANCENTRAL KLFComrm The KLF (The KLF) EG/Zoo/WC/Wandee/BMG jnications KLF 008(X) (AP7) KLF008C/KLf008CD 10 ,, PROMISE ME >3 8 13 Beverley Craven (Samwell-Smiih)WC Epic 6559437/-(SM) 6559434/6559432 (f) 57 Q THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT The Jam (Coppersmiih-Heaven/The Jam) And Son/EMI PolydorP0155/PZ155(Fl * POCS 155/PZCD155 A 

A 20 4 GETTHE FUNK OUT AM^WAMCDW 58 « 3 NAKED LOVE (JUST SAY YOU WANT ME) MercuryITM4|12||F| Quartz with Dina Carroll (Quartz) MCA ITMMCWMCD4 
A 91 , TRIBAL BASE DesireWANT(X|44(Pl AS 20 3 Rebel MOTenorFly/Barrington Levy (Rebel MORclionlCC 59 83 2 DEAD RINGER FOR LOVE Meat Loaf IMcatloaflGelfaslCarlin Epic6569827^65m^SMj 
A 2233 2 IV,°™N |MCA 

XL-/XLT20(W) VXLT20CO 60 88 8 DEEP IN MY HEART ffrrF(XH57(F) 
99 a SHOCKED Aj 18 5 Kylie Minogue ISlock/Altken/Waterman) All Boys PWLPWL(D81(P) 61 IH DO IT AGAIN 
OA c LIGHT MY FIRE A4 8 The Doors IRothchildlRondor EleklraEKR 125(1) (W) 62 43 8 SOLACE OF YOU Epic6569SSS 

A 9C , , HEYSTOOPID A3 43 2 Alice Cooper (Collins) EMFBMG Epic 6569837/6569836 (SM) 63 88 3 A TIME AND PLACE Mike 8tThe Mechanics (Neil/Rutherford) Various 
A 26 M SISynBrowmMaunlcDCa, Talkm'Loud TIK(X) 10(F) lin VRKCD10 64 « 2 POP GOES THE WEASEL Del, 3rd Bass IRoss/Qamble/Oajanil Various Jam 6569547/6569548 (SM) 
A 97 I'M A MAN NOT A BOY Chrysalis CHS 3708WCHSMC 3708 IE) Af 37 2 ChesneyHawkes(Shacklock)Trinifold/PlangentVisions CHSCD37I)8 65 n LEARNING TO FLY Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers (Lynne/Petty/Campbelll R MCAMCS(7)155|BMG) A ondor/MCA/EMI A 

A 28 32 2 SHERIFF FATMAN ^ ^ ^Big^iUSMIXn/USMXMCWSMCOtlEI 66 33 3 MONKEY BUSINESS Atlantic A 7673(7W)(W) 
90 „ , GYPSY WOMAN (LA DA DEE) 0 A3 " 7 Crystal Waters (Basement Boys) BMG A&MAM|Y)772 (R AMMC772/AMCD772 (D 67 38 8 YOI! SWEETNESS MC Hammer IMC Hammer) EMI 
on 1t , HOLIDAY •su is 4 Madonna (Benilez)WC Sire W 0037(1) (W) W0037C/W0037CD @ 68 88 4 IF YOU WANNA BE HAPPY Jimmy Soul (Guida) BMG Epic 6569547/-(SM)^ 
91 SAFE FROM HARM Wild Bunch WBBS 3/WBRT 3/WBBC 3)WBRX 3 IF) 3 1 25 4 Massive Attack (Massive Attack/Hooper/Dollarl Island/Chippewa/CC 69 83 2 CHOCOLATE CAKE Crowded House (Froom/Finn) EMI/Larynx 
32CE2J vSS^cc5-0 SBK(12)SBK27|E) 70 n NEVER KNEW LOVE RCAPB44737/PT44738(BMG1 RickAstley (Stevenson/Astley) BMG FX 44;37)PD 44738 99 „ REMEMBER ME WITH LOVE OO 23 4 Gloria Estelan (Estefan Jnr/Casas/Ostwald) EMI Epic 6563687/6563686 ISM) 7i n KEEP WARM Jinny (Cremoni) Virgin Virgin VS(T) 1356(F) ^ 

A 9/3 e, , UNFORGETTABLE Ot w 2 Natalie Cole & Nat'King'Cole (Foster) Bourne Eleklr3EKR128/-(W) EKR128C/EKfil28CD (s) 72 M HOOKED ON YOU Sydney Youngblood IZundel) Virgin Circa YR(T)65{F)A 
OC ^ MOVE THAT BODY «Jj 28 6 Technotronic featuring Reggie (Bogaert) MCA ARS Clip 65683^56^Wlj 73 n CIRCLE OF ONE Oleta Adams lOrzabal/Bascombe) Sage 'N Sun Fontanajm^MH^ 

tr „ A WATCHER'S POINT OF VIEW OO 35 « PM Dawn (Youth) MCA Gee Street GEE(T) 32 (R GEEC32/6ESCD32 74 88 2 PLEASE BE CRUEL Inspiral Carpets INaglel Chrysalis 
17 o, c WALKING DOWN MADISON Oi * 6 KirstyMacColl(Lillywhite)Virgin/WC Virgin VS(D 1348 (R VSC1348/VSCOT1348 75 « 7 SUCCESS MCAMC Dannii Minogue (Moody/Bell) Mushroom/Poim/EMI MCSTD1538 (s) 

Always There 
And Then She Sm (Coogan)   

Only Foe's (Never Fall In 

(HudsorVSlevens) 30 Stipe)  

(Riley/Bell/Way).... I Touch Myself 

nA Man Not A Boy There's! 

It's Over Touch Me (All Night 

I 
AS SEEN ON TV YZ592/T/C 
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Living Colour 
DO IT AGAIP 
The Beach Bo 
DEEP IN MY 
Clubhouse 
DEAD R1NGE 
Meat Loaf 

D2 s > Ss i° So D< 

THAT'S ENTI 
The Jam 
LAST TRAIN 
The KLF 
CROCKETT'S 
Jan Hammer 
RECIPE FOR 
Harry Connick 
1 LIKE THE \A 
Hi-Five 
COVER MY E

 
Marillion 
LOOKING FO 
Chris Rea 
GIRLS 
Powercut feati 
MAMA 
Kim Appleby 
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Jomanda 
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mum chmt 
THE OFFICIAL fttuskweek CHART 

ii II i i ij il 

gal Shatkey WOMEN AUDI 

Olela Adams CIRCLE OF 

a Gary Clail On-U Sound System ESI 

US TOP 30 SINGLES 
»WANNA SEX YOU UP, Col [UK] UNBELIEVABLE, EMF POWER OF LOVE/LOVE POWER, Lmher V LOSING MY REUGION, R.E M. MORE THAN WORDS, Exi QjjD RIGHT HERE, RIGHT NOW, Jci LOVE IS A WONDERFUL THING. M.chaei I [u*3 STRIKE IT UP, Black Box 
{w\ HERE I AM (COME AND TAKE ME), UE 
HOW CAN I EASE THE PAIN, L.s WALKING IN MEMPHIS, Ma I PONT WANNA CRY, Mariah Car PIECE OF MY HEART. Ta! Qj*] LILY WAS HERE, Da NEVER GONNA LET YOU DOWN, Surface P.A.S.S.I.O.N., Rythm Syndicati 

n I LIKE THE WAY (THE KISSING GAME), Hi n COUPLE DAYS OFF, Hu i DO YOU WANT ME, Sal a THE DREAM IS STILL AUVE.Wi » I'LL NEVER LET YOU GO, Ste 27* ■ SUMMERTIME, DJ Ja^yJeH 
• EVERY HEARTBAT, Amy Gram 

US TOP 30 ALBUMS 
SLAVE TO THE GRIND, Ski SPELLBOUND. Paula 
GONNA MAKE YOU SWEAT. C& 
TIME, LOVE AND TENDERNESS, Mi. MARIAH CAREY, Mariah Carey 

IN'AT THE PLAYGROUND, An NEW JACK CITY, OS EXTREME IIPORNOGRAFFITTI, Extre [w] SCHUBERT DIP, EMF POWER OF LOVE, Luther V 
HEART IN MOTION. An DON'T ROCK THE JUKEBOX. Ala COOLEYHIGHHARMONY, Boyz ll Men -IuH] UNPLUGGED • THE OFFICIAL BOOTLEG. Pa 
VAGABONDHEART.Ro 

UNFORGETTABLE. Natal.e Cole MUSIC FROM'JUNGLE FEVER', St 

a O.G. ORIGINAL GANGSTER, ice 

THE ftiusic week CHARTS Si MINUTES 
PHONE SERVICES AVAILABLE FROM 9.30am EVERY MONDAY 

CALLS CHARGED AT 34p PER MINUTE OFF-PEAK, 45p PER MINUTE PEAK TIMES. 

08911 5052 

i 89 ToP 75 SINGLES, ARTIST LP and COMPILATION LP Charts - entries + what's on TOP OF THE POPS this week. 
+90 Top 75 SINGLES — new positions. 
+91 ARTIST AND COMPILATION LP charts - new positions. 
+92 Played extracts from SINGLES new entries. 
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BY ALAN JONES 
SIGNED AND SEALED 
1#®% seal's debut album entered the chart as | number one when it was released five weeks ago, and stayed there for three weeks. By contrast, Nomad's 

a disappointing number 54 last week — yet the first two singles released by the two acts had originally U 

chartwise. Both reached number two with their first hit — Nomad with '(I Wanna Give You) Devotion' and Seal with 'Crazy'. Then, the same week that Nomad's 'Just A Groove' peaked at number 16, Seal's 'Future Love' peaked at number 12. Seal was of course already known as lead vocalist on Adamski's chart-lopping 'Killer', but that alone doesn't explain why the Nomad and Seal albums have experienced such widely differing fortunes. Maybe this does: image. Nomad's image is that of a here today, gone tomorrow dance act, with Damon Rochefort's clowning and dress sense definite minuses. Seal on the other hand, appears to be an artist of substance, 'Future Love Paradise' and 'Crazy' were dance hits, but not nearly as big as the Nomad singles. But Seal's album includes songs in many styles, from soothing ballads to out-and-out rock. The fact is that dance acts must show themselves to be fairly weighty before they can translate singles chart success 

• Despite winning the Eurovision Song Contest and achieving a fair degree of success on the continent, Swedish singer Carole's 'Captured By A Lovestorm' hasn't exactly been a runaway hit here, peaking at number 114. That's a poorer showing than the song it beat on a tiebreak — Amina's 'Le Dernier Qui a Parle'. The 29-year- old Tunisian (right) who represented France, reached number 97 with her single a month ago. 
• Narrowly held off the top of the singles chart last week by Color Me Badd, Jason Donovan moves emphatically into the driver's seat this week. 'Any Dream Will Do' is Jason's third solo number one. the number as his ertswhile Neighbours co-star Kylie Minogue, with whom he shared a fourth chart-topper in 'Especially For You'. The record is the second inumber one penned by Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber, following 'Don't Cry For Me Argentina', a winner for Julie Covington in 1976. 

£, 

% 

igel 

1st JULY • ORDER THROUGH PIHNHCLE • FOOT 14 

► 24^ j> 40 f> uks a ^ NEW ^ THE NO. 1 DISTRIBUTOR IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT. 
•lyme, Staffordshire. ST5 7QT Telesales; (0702) 566511 40 lines, Administrotion; (0782) 566566, Fox: (0782) 565400, Telex; 367106 BLOOD G. 
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PLAVI 

TOGETHER BUT APART 
Natalie and Nat 'King' Cole's 'Unforgettable' isn't the only duet that never was - Patti LaBelle and Michael MacDonald had never even met until after their joint rendition of "On My Own' was released. Even so, it's a remarkable achievement to graft Nat's 40-year-old vocals on to a record by the daughter who was just a year old when he 

But as long ago as 1979, RCA released a series of successful country singles in America on which the previously solo voice of Jim Reeves was electronically spliced with Deborah Allen's. The singles were so successful that both MCA and RCA subsequently issued newly-created duets between Reeves and Patsy Cline. Using a live singer like Deborah Allen or Natalie Cole to harmonise with the deceased isn't too difficult, but the duets between Reeves and Cline would 
® Charlie King faxed Chart News from the States with the , observation that N.W.A.'s album, which raced to the top of the US j listings in only two weeks, was the first album of new studio material J by any act to top the chart before spawning a hit single since 1976 when Led Zeppelin's 'Presence' turned the trick. King also reports that the success of the album must be causing Barry White to have mixed feelings, Though accepting that many of his own songs are soft porn, Big Bazza has previously been very vocal in his condemnation of explicit lyrics. He also has a keen sense of business, keeping a more than casual eye on possible ways of exploiting his back catalogue, so it must be quite a dilemma for him to find that the instrumental pad for the N.W.A. track 'One Less Bitch' bears more than a passing resemblance to his very own 1973 hit 'I'm Gonna Love You Just A Little Bit More Baby'. O Father and son David and Johnny Hallyday have back-to-back hits in France at the moment, 48 year old Johnny (a hitmaker for 30 years) scoring with 'Diego Libre Dans Sa Tete' and 20 year old David with 'About You". French singers rarely chart in America, But David has a hit there too, with 'Ooh La La'. 

much more difficult task, given that they both perished in plane crashes in Tennessee in the early Sixties. Somehow, their separate recordings of 'I Fall To Pieces' and 'Have You Ever Been Lonely' I were merged, and it's a tribute to' those responsible that anyone who wasn't already aware .of the situation would never have guessed that the king and queen of country never recorded together. 

© Halfway through 1991, and only three singles have been certified gold for selling upwards of 400,000 copies. There will have to be a pronounced upswing if the number of such certifications is to reach the 1990 level of 15. The gold award winners this year have been The Simpsons' 'Do The Bartman', v Chesney Hawkes' 'The One And Only' and Cher's The Shoop Shoop Song'. The latter disc recently became the best seller of the year to date. Interestingly, it was released on the Epic label, even though Cher is a Geffen artist, and the record it replaced was 'Do The Bartman', which was a Geffen release. 
@ Double Trouble and the Rebel MC pooled their talents for their first two hit singles 'Just Keep Rockin" and 'Street Tuff in 1989. Since then they've pursued separate careers with fairly similar results. Rebel MC's 'Better Days' reached number 20, one place higher than Double Trouble's 'Love Don't Live Here Anymore', and both have had a further minor hit that peaked 

outside the Top 50. A fortnight ago, they both entered the chart with their new singles — Rebel MC with 'Tribal Base' and Double Trouble with 'Rub-A-Dub'. On their performance so far, it's clear that Rebel MC is currently pulling ahead of his old buddies — 'Tribal Base' climbed to number 20 last week, while 'Rub- A-Dub' sank five notches from its debut position of 66 to 71. 

CALLS 

*.V 
om our MiNctr to you 

2 RM UPDATE 

w 

OUT IN JULY 

fi #1 f® #1 if ill + 90 top 75 singles -new posi«°ns' 
I ■ / ^ vl?/ rni 111 i i ll # +91 ARTIST AND COMPILATION LP charts - new positions. Played extracts from SINGLES new entries. 

4-93 ^ run c'own anc' extracts from the next 25 breakers bubbling under to Top 75 SINGLES charts. 
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hotter than 

circuit shelter me 
higher ground somebody 
ian dury hit me with your rhythm stick '9fij 
positivity positivity 



SON OF THE GREAT RM GIVEAWAY! fm 
THE OF 

- The DJ reaction to Thirst's new single, 'The Enemy Within', d seems to have caught the Northampton-based trio and their i record company, Ten, unawares. - "It came out of the blue," admits Mark Thompson, the man 7 responsible for the track's stomping, jazzy piano line. "Pete ii Tong played it on the radio and suddenly it was number one * in R/I/Ts Cool Cuts chart. Ten was asking what was up." Since, 'The Enemy Within' was recorded nine months ago ■■ but is only now being released, remixer Pete Kelsey, aka PKA, called in with a view to update its sound. "We still had 'whoos' 

STILL FREE!! STILL ON ALL ?S«i FORMATS!! 
The Mastercuts series is taking a bold step into the steamy world of classic jazz-funk with Beechwood Music at the helm. Classic Jazz-Funk Mastercuts Vol 1 supplies 12 slices of crucial carpel cutters from Gil Scott-Heron's The Bottle, to Azymuth's Jazz Carnival, and even finding room for Ronnie Laws' reading of Always There, enjoying new life with Incognito. And it's up for grabs, courtesy of the generosity — knows- no-bounds Beechwood chaps. Just answer this one question and you're in the running: 

Which veteran jazz group does Wilton Felder belong to? S'easy or what? Fill in a postcard now and send to RM/Mastercuts Comp, Spotlight Publications, Eighth Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9LIR by July 3 and you could be one of the five lucky winners to struggle home with a copy on not only CD, but vinyl and cassette too. Who needs a national lottery? 

Trans Global Underground 

CALLS 

cial than our version," says Thompson. The music's positive atmosphere and Simon 'The Jay' Francis' rap (which takes a stand against crack, racism and violence) are a neat contrast to PKA's commercial hookline. Thompson reckons that Thirst have an aggressive edge to their music, but aren't afraid of being commercial. "You need a couple of successful singles out before you can release an album of what you want to do," he claims, looking to the future. Martin Aston 
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UNIT 7 GRAND UNION CENTRE WEST ROW LADBROKE GROVE LONDON W10 5AX. 

'Templehead' is psychedelic worldbeat from two DJs and a muso. Or so say its creators, Tim Whelan, Hammi and Nick Page, a dub DJ who has produced the Reggae Philharmonic Orchestra. Trans Global Underground's musical swagbag is filled with Tahitian singers, tablas and trinkets from every continent. The uplifting burundi beat mix is driven by a variety of ethnic percussion, while the Pacific mix swirls in acidic guitar and a rap. "It was brilliant to play in something that introduced so many different types of instruments — it's music as a religion on the dancefloor," raves tabla-player Inda, who also guests with Zakir Hussain's Tablatronics stage show, a cutting-edge world music setup which featured Tackhead drummer Keith Leblanc in a recent west London appearance. "We played everything live. The instruments have the power of celebration behind them," he says. Templehead's psychedelic spirituality has been compared to Enigma, but it's a step ahead: celebratory, religious music in a joyous world-as-one groove. Stu Lambert 
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Top 75 SINGLES — new positions. 
ilXWrvi # +91 ARTIST AND COMPILATION LP charts - new positions. Played extracts from SINGLES new entries. 

+ 93 ^ run c'own anc' extracts from the next 25 breakers bubbling under to Top 75 SINGLES charts. 
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Cola Boy's '7 Ways To Love' is a record with a history. Already a massive club hit, with its snarling snaredrums and devilishly simple lyrical hook surfacing on numerous bootlegs, the track's translation to legitimate vinyl brings about the destruction of a myth. f White label copies sent out earlier this year came complete witFr' a press release relating the sad tale of a teenage Hong Kong whizzkid who had to sell his prized and valuable Coke bottle collection to finance the track. "It was a complete lie and we got found out," laughs the real Cola Boy, Peterborough native Andrew Nauohtie. "Some people actually did take it seriously though." The character lives on, however, in the sleeve credit to one Jesse Chin. By Naughtie's reckoning there are about four different bootlegs of the track floating about. "It's a shocking thing but it doesn't really matter. Some of them were shipped across from America which is well cheeky. But that's enterprise I suppose." The new remix reunites him with Bob Stanley and Pete Wiggs, with whom he had worked in their pre-St Etienne days. Simplicity is the single's charm, the angelic tones of singer Janev Lee Grace — who Naughtie met by chance one day at Kings Cross station — hovering gently above the chunky keyboard symphony. But what are the '7 Ways To Love'? "Well, you'll have to wait for the video for that," teases the Cola Boy. Davydd Chong 

(-) ALWAYSTHEREIcognito (Talking Loud 12") (8) BOOMAHH! Klubzone 1 (OhZone12") (3) IWANTTO HAVE YOUR LOVE Arnold Jarvis (NewMusic12") (4) NOW THAT WE FOUND.. .Heavy D+TheBoyz (MCA 12") (-) SPEND THE NIGHT Pal Joey (Loop De Loop 12"') (10) WORK IT OUT Citrus Club (3Beat12") (-) DOMINATOR Human Resource (Belgium 12") (1) TRIBAL BASS (REMIX) Rebel MC (Desire12") (-) WE'RE GONNA GET THIS PLACE RAF (Italian12") (-) POSITIV1TY The Chosen Few (Fokus12") 
jn tA di o A guide to the hottest new club sounds, as featured on Pete Tong's Radio One FM show, 'The Essential Selection', broad- cast every Friday from 7.30 to 10pm. Compiled by sales returns City SoundsA'inyl Zone rn); Eastern Bloc Underground (Manchester); 3 Beat ^ (Liverpool); and 23rd Precinct (Glasgow). 
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bels ... featuring Leisure View Video, Legend, Sportsworld, Palace and Wonderland on vide Oejavu, Graffiti, Opera Society and Classical Society audio labels ... and Ocean budg 
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So Relaxing' 
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COLA BOY '7 Ways 2 Love 

The Get It Right E.P 

E BLOCKHEADS 'Hit Me With Your Rhythm Stick '91 (Flying Mix)' (Fiying Vinyl/Cooltempo FLYRX 1) 
punchier and catchier chanlalong classic 12', 

D.J. PIERRE featuring LaVette 'I Might Be Leaving' U' (US Moving' Records MR012) JAMES BRATTON Presents SUSAN CLARK 'Your Love Rain Down' (Champion CHAMP 12-281, via BM 
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lit OB mi hi tion you need to raise the temperature at your next gig. Music Week's complete DJ servic includes; 
k All new UK dance releases on single and album ★ Gallup top singles and album chart ★ 
★ Peter Tong's Nightlife Top 10 from the Essential Solution Show ★ Cool Cuts Chart ★ 

★ Club Chart Top 100 — as featured in the Mark Goodier show ★ 
★The UK's fastest and most accurate dance sales chart ★ 

★James Hamilton's DJ Directory, new releases, reviews, bpms + gossip ★ 
inHip chart's talpnt features radio olavlists and more. All brought to your door faster than any other music title. 

j 

imsicweek 

^ 24 ^ |>40S;r" ^UKsiSS" ► NEW ^ THE NO.1 DISTRIBUTOR IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT. 



THE OFI 

CALLS 

IS FEATURED OM T1 
hlilHil 

ES THE WEASEL (WEASEL REMIX) 3rd Bas AN 69 (REMIX) The Ragga Twins 
itcr Rhythm promo 

LET THE BEAT HIT 'EM Liu Lisa & Cult Jam THINKING ABOUT YOUR LOVE (ONE W4 
I LIKE IT (MIXES) D.J.H. featuring Stefy 

IY HEART (REMIXESVCIubl 

KINDA GROOVY (MIXES) Cod 2 PEOPLE ARE STILL HAVING SE (RALPHI'S ORGASMIC MIX) I 

I'M NOT IN LOVE (MIXES) Basscut JET-STAR Tekno Too SAFE FROM HARM (12' VERSION) Massive Attack NIKKE DOES IT BETTER (MILLER LITE MIX) Nikke JUST ANOTHER DREAM (12* MIX) Cathy Denn.s 

SLEAZY MIXy 
(MEDIUM MIX) Quadrophonla ARS/Cllp pror 

E Heavy D& The Boyz UptowrVMCA pror yo-b Vlrj 
IN MIX) Palman Cue pror 

3E IS RIGHT (REMIX BY PHIL KELSALL) Ruby Tu 

HER THAN THE SUN (MIXES) Phmai Scream 
IE ON (MIXES) Sold Out Sarah Wa ' 

SUMMERTIME (DJ JAZZY JEFF'S MIX) DJ Ja^yJeff & The F 

RUB-A-DUB Double Trouble 
EO HARD (CLUB MIX) LU P.O. yo- 
TOU CANT PLAY WITH MY YO YO (REAL MIX) 

(DO ME) (THE REAL CLUB) Manlroni 
ESCAPE (ON THE CASE t 
UNNATURAL (ROLLING' 

OK JOURNEY) 

Lie Friday before publiealion. Details from Cindy Seabrook on 071 583 9199. 

REBEL MC 
BLACK MEANING GOOD 

THE NEW ALBUM 
INCLUDES: COMIN'ON STRONG, CULTURE. THE WICKEDESTSOUND, TRIBAL BASE. FEATURING: DENNIS BROWN, TENOR FtY.BflRRINGTON LEVY, R P. ARNOLD, LtTTlET,JVICMARTAY,SUPERCAT,9RIGHTY. 

AVAILABLE FROM 1ST JULY 1991. 
LPMCCD 

LIVE AND DIRECT: REBEL MC AND BAND ■ MANCHESTER • THE INTERNATIONAL 4TH JULY LONDON TOWN AND COUNTRY CLUB 5TH JULY-BIRMINGHAM • THE INSTITUTE 12TH JULY 

0898 5052 

+ 90 Top 75 SINGLES - new positions. 
+91 ARTIST AND COMPILATION LP charts — new positions. 
+ 92 Played extracts from SINGLES new entries. 
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TOP 3D MUSIC VIDEO TOP 15 

VIDEO THE OFFICIAL itnuskweek CHART 
1 J | Cate'^orv/nusning limo cm no! ' 1 1 | Coteg^unning lime Cafnol 1 a Iffffy-.,-. cL,™' 
1 CoEnTpM?rr33Bn?nYS: Pr0m0ti0n MVRgao™ IBie 33 PHIL COLLINS: Seriously Live... VirginVision 1 OS g ANGERS F'C'!: s'mP|YThe Best Pickwick 
2, u CARRERAS/DOWNGOffAVAROTIlPolyCram Video PolvGram Video 17 . LENNON: A Tribute Pickwick «■ Liverihr26min CFV11122 '' ' 1 CompilatiorV1hr30min PVL2160 9 , „ ROSEMARY CONLEY'S WHOLE... BBC 4 22 Special lnterest/1 hr BBCV4467 
3 i 6 ROD STEWART: Tonight He's yours 4 Front/Pol^Gram |8is s BON J0VI: Slippery When Wet 4Front/Pol^Gram O , ? THE DARLING BUDS OF MAY Castle Vision 0 Comedy/3hr 20min CVI1262 
fi, , STATUS QUO: Rocking Through Years 4 Front/PolyGram iq,„ t HARRY C0NNICKJR: Swinging Out Live SMV ^ Compilalion/lhr43min LED80152 1 ° s Live/lhr 16min 490702 n g , ARSENAL'S CHAMPIONSHIP... Chrysalis " Sport/1 hr30min CHV10509 
C LUCIANO PAVAROTTI Music Club/Video Col Oft , CUFF RICHARD/SHADOWS: Thank You... Music Club/PMI 61 live/lhr 17min MC2003 ' Live/63min MC2012 C 3 ,, THE RESCUERS Walt Disney J Chlldren's/1hrl4min D240642 
g 3 3, MADONNA; The Immaculate Collection ^WMV 2123 5 CUFF RICHARD: Rock In Australia Music Club/M cfwwn PET SHOP BOYS: Promotion PMI U tttl Music/33min MVR 99 0094 3 
7, EURYTHMICS: Greatest Hits BMG Video 99 , LUCIANO PAVAROHI: The EventCastle Music Picture ' Compilaiion/thr35min 791012 ' Live/lhr CMP8001 7 s 3, PRETTY WOMAN Touchstone • Comedy/1 hr55min 0410272 
R 1 6 TINA TURNER: Rio'88 4 Front/PolyGram yi , STATUS QUO; The Anniversary... Castle Music Picture u' ''live/lhr 15min LfD80172 ^•,25 2 Compilalion/lhr20min CMP6029 0 9 .CHIPPENDALES: Tall Dark & Hand.,. Video Gems 0 Other/lhrlOmin R1372 
g 8 6 9HE SHADOWS: At Their Very Best 4 Front/PolyGram 24- , DANIEL O'DONNELL: Thoughts Of Home ^Telstar Q , ,3 ROADHOUSE Warner Home Video 0 ■ Action/1 hr49min PES99704 

, BELINDA CARLISLE: Runaway Videos Virgin 252' 2 TINATURNER: LiveFromBarcelona PolyGram Video ID 10 in HIGHLANDER Warner Home Video 10 Sci/fi/1hr51min PES 38050 
11,3 )5 DEBORAH HARRY/BLONDIE: Very Best Of Chrysalis 9C , LUCIANO PAVAROTTI; Distant Harmony 4 Fronl/PolyGram ,,,3 " Compilalion/lhr 20min CVHS5040 t-U 1 Live/lhr 25min LED80102 ll „ 5 WHEN HARRY MET SALLY... Palace 1 1 Comedy/lhrSlmin PVC2158 
19, ..THE DOORS: Dance On Fire CIC 97 „ , ELTON JOHN: The Very Best PolyGram Video 9 " Compilation/1 hrBmin VHR1182 " 5 Compilation/1 hr 30mm CFM2756 19 12 „ CALLANETICS CIC '£• Special lnterest/1 hr VHR1336 
IQpRRI JESUS JONES: Big In Alaska PMI 90 ^ , QUEEN: We Will Rock You Music Club 1J bal Compilationfl3min MVR99 00933 ^026 2 Live/lhr30min MC2032 13 P^jFRENCH & SAUNDERS: Live PolyGram Video 
14,, „ DANIEL O'DONNELL: An Evening With Ritz 90,. , THE DOORS: T ribute To Jim Morrison Warner Home Video 11 ^ 32 Compilation/1 hr39min RITZVOOOa '■^30 2 Compilation/56min PES84044 <\n CARRERAS/D0M1NG0/PAVAR0TTI PolyGram Video Music/1 hr26min CFV11122 
IK,, 3 JOE LONGTHORNE: The Very Best Of Telstar Ofl , ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA: Very Best Telstar ' ^ Compilation/45min TVE1032 Compilation/57min T\/E1033 iC „ .THEABYSS FoxVideo ,J Sci-Fi/2hr 14min 156150 

^I ■ 'i 
S=W:y!:,-W 

We Cover Everything. That's The TBD Difference. 
The difference is o catalogue of top vie ao, music and computer software titles so extensive, labels, Codemasters and Elite co; wasro vaiuaaie iime ana money tracking down stock from multiple sources. TBD is the ultimate one-s' . is a 24-hour delivery guarantee, backed by a 6-day telesales service, areas, more comprehensively than any other distri n and 40 telephone hotlines available daily from 9am - 6 pm, so you can that h< - l_.l .l. jj|| 

• TERRY BLOOD DISTRIBUTION • 

... Dojovu, Graffiti, Opera Society and 
^ 24 ^ 40 S 
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TOPIS ARTIST ALBUMS 

THE OFFICIAL itusicweek CHART 
'Cassene (Distributor) | ^ | Artist (Producer) ssette (Distributor) 

1a LOVE HURTS qo r71 LOVE AND LIFE JO UiMl Definition Of Sound (Red King/Donwon) Circa CIRC 14(F) CIRCD14/CIRCA14 ■ 
GEF0 24427/6EF 24427 OQ „ 17 AUBERGE ★ ^ u 17 Chris Rea(Rea/Kelly» East West V/X407C(W1 9031735802/WX 407 o OUT OF TIME* Warner Brothers WX 4MC (Wl REMIUWBEMI 7593264B62/WX404 nn ^ 7 SCHUBERT DIP# P, 34 ' EMF (Gabriel/Jenard) ariophoneTCPCS 7353(E) COPCS 7353/PCS 7353 q ,, GREATEST HITS *2 Errrythmics (Stewart/Wtlliamslovinel RCA PK 74856 (BMG) 2 SUPERSTITION ^ ■ SiouxsieS The Banshees (Hague) Wonderland 8477314 (F) 8477312/8477311 

4 3 5 SEAl-* £TTZn9C(W) 9031745572/ZTT9 nn ^ ^ THE VERY BEST OF ELTON JOHN ^ Elton John (Dudgeon/Tnomas/John/FranksWas) ★ 6 Rocket 8469474 (R 
g ;2S GREATEST HITS 1977-1990 • Epic 4675414 (SM| flq „ DAMN RIGHT, I'VE GOT THE BLUES SilvertoneOREC5l6IP| 2 BoddyGuylPonerl 0RECD516«)RELP516 g E BEVERLEY CRAVEN( Epic 4670534 (SM) AJI BLUE LINES ^ Massive IMassive/Dollarl Wild Bunch WBRMC 1(F) WBRCD1/WBRLP1 7 WE ARE IN LOVE • • Harry Connick Jr IConnick JrtShaimanl Co,umSS 45 « 3 B0DY TO BODY ARS Clip 4683424 (SM) 
n FELLOW HOODLUMS# 0 3 Deacon Bine IXelly) AK on THE BEST OF ROD STEWART * 2 ^0 ^ 60 RodSlewanlVariousI Warner Brothers WX' I i i g ( 2 THE BIG WHEEL 0 Chrysalis ZCHR 1858(E) CCD ISSa-CHR 1858 41 21 GOLD MOTHER® Fontana 8485954(F) 

10® STARS CRASH DOWN Circa CIRC 15(F) CIRCD15/CIRCA15 flO 5 CHANGING CABINS 51 2 NomedlRochelorti Rumour RULC100 (P) RULCO100/RULP100 
11 VAGABOND HEART • WamerBrothr ■ • 8 3 Rod Stewart IStewatVEdwards/Horn/Leonard/Wt 

is 

li AO „ SUGAR TAX 0 ^"7 OMD (OMD/Gray/Richards) Virgin TCV 26481FI C0V 2648/V2648 
12® forunuwfulcarnalknowledge w 'arner Brothers WX 420C (W| 7599265942AVX420 t;n „ „ the SIMPSONS SING THE BLUES® JU 57 22 The Simpsons (Lorenl GeffenGEFC 24308 (BMG) 6EFD24308/GEF 24308 i q TIME, LOVE & TENDERNESS • " Michael Bollon lAfanasiess/Bolton) Columbia 4678124 (SM) C1 Jn , AS RAW AS EVER *7 ' Snaoba Ranks (D xonDillon' BroArt'JohnsoaBennr Epic 4681024 (SM) m) 4681022/4681021 
14 ,1,2J0YRIDE* EMITCEMD 1019(E) COEMD1019/EMD1019 rq , SERIOUS HITS-LIVE! * 3 J*- 53 33 Phil Collins (Collins/Colbyl Virgin PCMCX 1(F) PCCOX1/PCLP1 -SC , SLAVE TO THE GRIND 0 Skid Row IWagenerl I'SSSS cq IN CONCERT * 4 Deccad3l)4334/430433!if) JJ ^ Luciano Pavarottr/Pladdo DomingolJose Carreras (Raebum) 4304331 
ic , BEST OF DEXYS MIDNIGHT RUNNERS OMercunrlFI 10 8 Dexys Midnight Runners (Vatioosl 8464604r8464602»l64601 54 59 „ LISTEN WITHOUT PREJUDICE VOL 1 ★ 3 Epic4672954fSMI 4672952/4672951 17 n POP SYMPHONIES 0 ' * James Last & His Orchestra (Lasll W94292/8494291 EC „ DE LA SOUL IS DEAD Oe La Soul IPnnce Paul/Da La Soull Big Life BLRMC 8(F) BLRC08/BLRLP8 
18 '» 2 THE PROMISE Siren SRNMC 32 (F) CDSRN 32/SRNLP32 EC „ „ THE BEST OFTHE WATERBOYS'81-'90® EnsignZCHEN19IE) JlJI 8 TheWaterhoyslVariousI CCD)S45/CHEN19 
1 tfra CHICKEN RHYTHMS ' ' ^ h'onnsidelBroudie) Factory FACT310C (P| FACD310/FACT310 57 M70 HEART OF STONE* ( aeffenGEFC 24239 (BMG) GEF0 24239/GEF 24239 on „ ELECTRONIC £'U ElKlrcnciScm-e, Mar Factory FACT 290C (PI EO ,, , KEEP THE MUSIC PLAYING Fre 33 ' Shirley BasseylAlexander/Sindairl lestyle/Dino DINMC21(P1 DINC021/DINTV21 91 -MAMA SAID 0 \ 1 Lenny KravililKtaviol 'irgin America VUSMC 31 (F) CDVUS31/VUSLP31 EQ pnn FIVE GUYS NAMED MOE JJ b&rU Original London Cast (Robens/McArthur/Honl) First Night CASTC 23 (P) CASTCD23/CAST23 1 

99 MEMORABILIA-THE SINGLES Soft Ceil/Marc Almond IThorne/MillerrSofi Ceiil Mercury 8485124(F) 8485122/8485121 Rfl „ 1B COMPLETE PICTURE-THE VERY BEST OF,.,® ChrysaiisiEl lulu Deborah Harry/Blondie (Various) ZCHR I817/CCDI817/CHR1817 9q „ „ THE IMMACULATE COLLECTIOI 23 32 Madonna (Sirel ll ★ 5 Various WX370C(W) 7593264402^370 Rl „ „ MCMXCA.D.* Virgin y 1 " 27 EnigmalEnigma) International MCVIR 1(F) CDVIR 1/lPVIR 1 
inintt LEGEND * 3 Tuff Gong BMW BobMah A dTheWal rsIM W 1 rs-Bla ckwell/Smilh) 62 61 32 WILS0NPHILLIPS® SBKSBKTC5(EI SBKCD5/SBKLP5 2g I6 „ REAL LIFE® Virgin TCV 2660(F) COV2660/V 2660 cq SOUL PROVIDER *3 Michael Bollon (Omanian) Columbia 4653434 (SM) 4653432/4653431 

9K ,, ,c THE WHITE ROOM® Klf Communications JAMSMC 006 lAPTI £-u z' 18 TheKLFfTheKLF) JAMSCOOOe/JAMSLPOOB c/j RHYTHM OF LOVE© yt} M 22 Xylie Minogue (Slodr/Aitken/Waiermanl PWL HFC 18 (P) 
97 „ .LOVE AND KISSES e-1 3 DanniiMinoguelMoody/BelilLAMixl MCA MCAC10340 (BMG) MCAD10340/MCA10340 CE TIME'S UP UJ ^ 18 living Colour IStashrml Epic 4669204 (SM) 4669202/4669201 90 „ NEVER LOVED ELVIS® '■0 22 4 TneWondetStulllGlossopI Polydor 8472524(F) 8472522/8472521 66 56 11 THB DOGRS ElektraK 442012 (W) K242012/K 42012 
29 26 z HEART IN MOTION A&M 3953214(F) 3953212/3953211 K7 5, c POWER OF LOVE 1 LuiherVandiosslVandross/Miller) Epic 4680124 (SM) 4680122/4680121 qn ,aa, PLEASE HAMMER DON'T HURT'EM* CapitoHEl JU MC Hammer IMCHammer/Early/Pilol) TCEST2120/COEST2120,tST!l20 68® S?Scbi Atlantic 7567821784 (W) 7567821782/7567821781 qi „ THE MIX "■» ' Kraftwetk (Hutter/Schneider) EMI TCEM 1408(E) CDEM1408/EM1408 68 5' 6 MIGHTY LIKE A ROSE 0 Warn er Brothers WX419C(W) 7599265752/WX419 
99 INTO THE LIGHT* 20 GloriaEsielan (Eslelan/Casas/Ostwaldl Epic 4677824 (SM) 4677822/4677821 7(1 RAW MELODY MEN ' ^ Nev/ Model Amy (New Model Army) EMI TCEMC 3595(E) CDEMC3595/EMC3595 qq „ EXTREME IIPORNOGRAFFIHI 37 5 ExtremefWagenerl A&M 3953134(F) 3953132/3953131 71 El REGGAEOWES ME MONEY ShutUpAndDanceSUADMC2(P) U D The Ragga Twins (Shut Up And Dance) SUADC02/SUA0LP2 q/j THE BEST OF THE DOORS The Doors (Rolhchildl ElektraEKT21C(W) 79 „ JN CONCERT s The Doors (Rothchild) ElektraEKTBSClW) 7559610822/EKT 88 
m THE DOORS (OST)e 13 TheOoors/JimMorr.5on,iVai.ous(RolhthldA'ari ElektraEKTC85(W) ous) 75596104/EKT 85 7q m R1 VIVALDI: FOUR SEASONS ★ 2 Nigel Kennedy/ECO (Keener) EMI TCNIGE 2(E) CONIGE 2/NIGE 2 qc CIRCLE OF ONE® JO ^ 4" OielaAdams(OraabaVBascombel Fontana 8427444(F) 74 Ul LOOK SHARP!* CDEM3557/EMC35L' 

' 37n ri Merajy 8487914(F) 7R „ fi7 THE ROAD TO HELL ★ 4 Chris Rea (Rea/Kelly) 

TOP 20 29 JUNE 1991 
COMPILATIONS 

V I 
1 1 

1 | Title Label/Cassette (Distributor) 

l ® WINGS OF LOVE OAS.M8455064IFI H Various 8465062/8455061 
2 i THE ESSENTIAL MOZART • Dacca4333234(F) 5 Various 4333232/4333231 
3 4 , RHYTHM DIVINE Dino DINMC 22 (PI 3 Various DINCD 22/DINTV 22 
4 3 , IT'S COOL Parlophone TCPCSTV1 (El 2 Various CDPCSTV1/PCSTV1 
5 3 , FAST FORWARD Telstar STAC 2502 (BMG) 2 Various TCD 2502/STAR 2502 
6< |1 FREE SPIRIT-17 CLASSIC ROCK BALUDSlSW 
7 3 , MERMAIDS (OST) Epic 4678744 ISM) 5 Various 4678742/4678741 
O t a MEGABASS3 Telstar STAC 2483 (BMG) o 6 8 Various TCD 2483/STAR 2483 
9 » e DEEP HEAT 10-THE AWAKENING (BMG) 5 Various Telstar STAC 2490/TCD2490/STAR 2490 

10 a CLASSIC EXPERIENCE III • EMI TCEMTVD 59 (E) 8 Various CDEMTVD 59/EMTVD 59 
11" IT STARTED WITH A KISS Arcade ARC 910304 (SM) 4 Various ARC 9I0302/ARC 910301 
12" c SMASH HITS-MASSIVE! Dover2DD24(E) 6 Various CC0 24/A0D24 
13-3 5 DANCE ENERGY 2 Virgin Television VTMC 4(F) 
1/[ THINKING OF YOU... Columbia MOODCl5ISMI 1 ** 12 22 Various MOODCD15/MOOD15 
15-a REACTIVATE VOL 1: BELGIAN TECHNO ANTHEMS 2 Various Read REACTMC1/REACTCD 1/REACTLP1 (BMG) 
16-o UNCHAINED MELODIES - II (BMG) 1 Various Telstar STAC 2515/TCD 2515/STAR 2515 
17- LOVE SUPREME Dino DINMC 19 (P) 5 Various DINCD 19/DINTV19 
1U rrfU PRETTY WOMAN (OST) ★ EMI usatcmtl 1052 (E) 1 O Various CDMTL1052/MTL1052 
19-s 4 ALL BY MYSELF 2 Doverzdd 23 IE) 
'?nPlDIRTYDANCING(0ST) *5 (BMG) £.11 various RCA BK 86408/BD 86408/BL 86408 

| ARTISTS A-Z 
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TOP 40 DISTRIBUTION: 
CLASSICAL ALBUMS INDIE SINGLES' 
1 § IKST CasseKe/CD/tP (Distributor! X § Irtists Krlbutor) 
1 , THE ESSENTIAL MOZART CD4333232/MC Dkc' 1 Desire WANTIXI44 (PI 2 ' S»SERT0 CDCDNIGE iMCTCNIGE 3 IE) 2 ..f«e PWL PWLIT181 (PI 
3 1 ^So^/ECO5"50''8 CD CDNiGE 2/MC TC EMi 3 - • S|?,™AN THE SUN Creelron CRE 0381T1 (PI 

( MENDELSSOHN^RUCH/SCHUBERT^^^^ ^ HMV 4 , , LAST TRAIN TO TRANCENTRAL Ctlnimijnica|10nsKtf |BT| g 1 JOHN VVIL1IAMSPUYS VIVALDI CONCS SonyClKs.cal 5>n, , PLEASE^BE CRUEL Cow DUNG 15(THP) 0 , ELGAR: C|l±0 W M
D
CTlJ?4

E
7
S HMV 

6 ' • NMhsile factory FAC 3087 If AC 3081IP1 y u ORCHESm^ D M Decca 7 , 3 PLANET OF SOUND 4ADIBIA01008IPI 
8 « Me?h^CpEC^?bb?NCERT0 4 Ph,l,pS 3 , Desire WANTIXI 41 (PI 
9 7 0 g^rg^^pQ^j qu^p^RT 0/E Nl G ^ 765°S{ca M

7
aSteWOrk5 

9«™ -OrSe'rW Mute(12IMUTE 122 (P, ■in iB SIBEUUS: SYMPHONY NO. 5A/10UN CONCERTO HMVRefiexe 18 Nigel Kennedy/S Rattla'CBSO CD:7497172/MC:497174(E) 10 ' 4 fiolowe™6 B,,EEZE/SHINE Creation CRE 112ID (PI 
11 8 11«w-S

FSSa,fe08SAD Dedicated' (SPIRIT 001TI (PI 12 u JU^C
rt

,^,: ^P^0
BUnER^Y (H,GH

c
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19 " 5A^HE^EL(JLBirJ0N,/BACH/PURCELE

D 
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CARMEN JONE» 
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN ll's 

CARMEi JONES 
CH&D isa/igpj 

MUSIC BY BIZET 
ORIGINAL LONDON CAST RECORDING 

SHOW PLAYING TO SELL-OUT HOUSES AT LONDON'S OLD VIC 
RELEASE DATE: MONDAY 15 JULY 

AVAILABLE ON CD: CD JONES 1 & CASSETTE; TC JONES 1 ADVERTISED W/C 15 JULY IN: SATURDAY INDEPENDENT & TELEGRAPH THE SUNDAY TIMES & DAILY MAIL, PLUS CLASSIC CD-AUGUST 
ORDER FROM EMI TELESALES 081-848 9811 
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TOP 10 DANCE SINGLES 

THE OFFICIAL music week CHART 
III ™ist IKstribuwrt 1 1 1 l^SS 1 2 
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> 
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LIVE MUSIC 

Big name acts dominate 

resMrgent live sector 

Smaller and medium-sized venues are staging quality billings to challenge 
big-event promoters in the battle for concert-goers' cash, says Stu Lambert 
Faced with a backlogged autumn gig calendar as the concert industry recovers from the effects of the Gulf war, promoters are tempting a public whose pockets are still buttoned down against recession by playing safe — looking for older audiences attracted by older bands. "At the very top end, things have never been better," says Nick Lee, head of agency Kennedy Street Enterprises. In common with other promoters Lee is only backing "dead certs" with outings from The Beach Boys, Bee Gees, Simple Minds and Rod Stewart. The people buying the tickets, he says, "still have £50 to spend on an evening out"; a reminder that profitability doesn't start and end at the box office, but includes catering, merchandising and bar takings, especially at smaller venues. Though attendances for non-stadium events have yet to show signs of tailing off, there are many reports of cautious spending in the concert halls. One new entrant into the major concert business is under no illusions about the competition for the upmarket gigs. 'It's going to be a bitch!" declares Mee & Co director Michael Compton, "but we're the first company in a long time to set up an operation targeted at major gigs and we have that commitment and the funding to back it." The company was formed six months ago but was hit hard by the Gulf war because of its reliance on US acts. Artists such as Winger and Whitney Houston cancelled over fears of terrorist attacks. Compton says that the conflict was still a problem long 
"We were negotiating at least a dozen gigs scheduled for as late as May and June, although luckily nothing was contracted to the point where it became a legal matter," he says. "At the time, the acts were thinking it would be a long war and were not expecting to come over this year at all. Most have made new arrangements, but the original plans couldn't be resurrected once the conflict ended. It has postponed the whole process," Mee & Co is presenting James Brown at the NEC, Birmingham, on July 3, and gearing up for a 
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busy autumn, starting with a fortnight-long festival in the grounds of Peckforton Castle in Cheshire from June 18. Bo Diddley tops a bill which includes Georgie Fame, Alan Price, Acker Bilk, Cleo Laine and Joe Longthorne. "You have to be very creative to succeed on the major outdoor gigs," maintains Compton. "The public won't go just to see artists in a field. That's not going to work any more." The outdoor rave phenomenon is another factor affecting promoters' thinking. For the last three summers, respectable numbers of young ravers have happily stood in fields that they might be chased out of any minute and danced to records. So far raves haven't hurt the mainstream concert business. But Simon Moran, of SJM Concerts, believes that the audience for raves, official or otherwise, is different to the one for gigs. SJM's successful June tour by James reinforces his case, highlighting how a straight indie band with a fan base built up by gigging can still sell halls. 

Paul Hutton, director of Metropolis Music, says: "Raves did affect us, but not as badly as I thought they would and it doesn't look as though there will be as many this year. What does affect us is clubs where they play indie rock records. You can pay £4 to hear hits by bands like Ride, The Pixies and also have a nice time, whereas you still get treated rather shabbily at some gigs and people can come away feeling ripped off." The answer to drawing in the crowds, many promoters believe, is to return to the values of a strong, balanced set. Hutton recalls the days of the Stiff tour package and the bills at London's Lyceum and Palais ballrooms, where three or four name acts spread the burden of filling the 
"The strength of the bill overall has become much more important — people need confidence in the show," says Alan Robinson, assistant manager of London's Town & Country Club. Chapterhouse play their first sizeable headliner at the T&C on July 6 and Robinson feels that the presence of Levitation and the 

"Chapterhouse in their own right wouldn't be enough," he says. Robinson reports that the T&C is slightly down on the number of gigs it is putting on compared with last year. But he adds: "Though the recession is bad, people aren't shy of coming out if the quality's there." The guarantee of a good performance, Robinson feels, explains the popularity of seasoned acts in difficult times; Siouxsie And The Banshees sold out their three nights at the end of June weeks ahead; Nils Lofgren (July 10); Kid Creole And the Coconuts (11-12); and Etta James (22) — all promise a strong show. Yet the venue hasn't deserted the adventurous billings it is known for: Dread Zeppelin (4), Rebel MC (5), Ziggy Marley (16-17) appear in July. T&C also hosts an all-day bhangra event with established act Heera and newcomer Apache Indian on July 13, filmed by Central TV. Meanwhile venues are now under scrutiny for the level of service they offer to help promoters fill the hall. "You have to find venues that actively go out I 

"If we hadn't cranked up the publicity machine and improved the PA, we'd really be suffering this year," says Philip Andrews, owner of Moles, a small venue in Bath. Andrews counts himself lucky to be maintaining attendance levels at his 200- capacity club. 
benefiting from acts scaling down the size of venues they play. "We've always had bands above our station because we treat them well and we have a live recording facility," says Andrews. Moles studio was used for a live track on Blur's EP. "But I do get the feeling that we can get bands with a Top 75 single now, whereas in the 
wouldn't have got a look-in." 



A small reminder 
that the SECC 

doesn't just hold 
huge events. 
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LIVE MUSIC 

Capac. PA 
1°*™* S=e,. r Bowl 91 

Papa Wemba, Cheb, Khaled, last Dept Oyster 

Cambridge Suzanne Vega, July 

- AC/DC, Mclallica, Aug MCP 12.500 C sll( 
Monsters Of Black Crowei 
WOMAD Voussou N'Oour, Aug WOMAD 5,000 "oliday Weekend Ruthless Rap Assassins, Misty The T&C hasn't deserted adventurous billings 

Sell-out concerts by established 
helped the Cornwall Coliseum achieve a 30% increase in turnover in the last year. Eighteen months ago the 3,326 capacity 
threatened with closure but bookings manager Paul Higgins says: "We've been very buoyant. Paul McCartney and Shirley Bassey both sold 

Iggy Pop, Sonic Aug Tbe Youlh, Pop Will 23-25 Mean Eat Itself, Fiddler Dinosaur Jt (23), James, Carter USM, The Fall, De La Soul (24), Sisters Of Mercy, Ned's Atomic 

► and help you sell the show — ones that have long box office hours, credit card hotlines; we rely on their help a great deal," says Solo's head of promotion Graham Fallen. He reckons the recession gets blamed too often for a bad night. 'Tours have always stiffed, but now we can blame the recession for it. A lot of people have been over-estimating the potential audience," he says. "That last 10% who are not committed fans but just want an evening out are not going to gigs at the moment. And small gigs 

have always been half-empty because the venues can only do so much — the returns don't justify big promotion." The tour circuit may be taking its summer breather while the open-air festivals are on, but competition for good venues for the autumn is already hectic. Having survived the spring crisis, promoters are cautiously optimistic and, if they can provide the good service, creative event staging and strong billings they promise, concert-goers may have 

Six Months 

Later. 

Is IT REALLY ONLY SIX MONTHS SINCE WE ANNOUNCED MEE & CO 
TO THE WORLD AS A MAJOR NEW FORCE IN PROMOTING WITHIN THE U.K.? 

NOW, ONE WAR, ONE RECESSION, FOUR TOURS AND ONE FESTIVAL 
LATER, WE ARE WELL AND TRULY ON OUR WAY. 

MEfifeo 
MIKE CROMPTON PAUL KING 

'NR TEL 0628 778844 ■ 
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LIVE MUSIC 

Why accountants are worth t 
With a specialist accountant as a guide, promoters are able to steer a path th 
of Inland Revenue live circuit taxes which can dog newcomers to the business 
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Sheffield 
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LIVE MUSIC 

lie cost 
ough the minefield 
says Stu Lambert 

mainland Europe — it's all been covered. Merchandising revenue, sponsorship, record company tour support, monies for buying on to f a tour, indeed anything that can be converted into cash, is included in the assessment. So instructing an accountant to i apply for a reduced or nil rate of withholding, which must be done 30 days before the first tour date, helps cashflow as well as tax. Without an application the 25% ofgross is deducted. Even for new live music businesses — which may feel they are not making sufficient money to be taxed on — good accountancy is vital. "In live work, a lot of money changes hands very quickly," observes accountant Chris Thomas, founder of CR Thomas. "It must all be properly recorded and it helps a lot if the system is in place at the beginning. Problems like VAT then become part of everyday management. "In the taxman's eyes you are guilty until proven innocent," Thomas says. "If you don't use an 

There is an agency that exists 
to help Artists, Managers, 

Promoters and Agents 
find the right Tour Manager, 

Production Manager, Sound Engineer 
or other crew that you are looking for. 

We offer you a service that will cost 
you nothing, yet get you the best 

for your money. 

We are called 

r H E T7 0 y R C H A N G E 

The Agency for All Tour Staff 
For information & details of our clients 

call Brian Coles on 081 392 2911 
The Tour Xchange 283, Lonsdale Rd, Barnes, London, SW13 9QW 

Tel: 081 392 2911 - Fax: 081 392 2870 

accountant in the early days and then can't provide the Inland Revenue with details of everything you earn, they will assume the worst." Those companies which do keep records when starting out can gain in various ways; VAT on equipment purchases can be 

re-claimed up to five years before registering and, income lax is refundable if a person has worked in a PA YE job during the past three years. Unlike accountants, lawyers don't see the touring industry as a rich source of business. Much of the paperwork surrounding 

safety requirements fo and staging is done as a matter of form. Robert Allan, partner in Denton, Hall, Burgin and Warren, says he does however encounter "a vast amount of work" for broadcast and filming clearance of concerts, especially for big charity events. 

recession takes the blame for recent slack trade at The Square in Harlow, Essex, a small club 

like 150-100,'" says promoter Mac. "Students are taking their exams seriously these days and it's hitting small ffigs" 

u 
- 

..ill 
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CLASS IFI ED 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS APPOINTMENTS 
n Breaking up $ is hard t<m do... 

POSTING RECORDS? mxobdehno 

REWARD 
CASH AVAILABLE 

RECORDS-CASSETTES...COMPACT DISCS TOPIOO—K-TEL-STAR-BIG DISCOUNTS- LARGE BACK CATALOGUE-RARITIES  OVERSTOCKS-SPECIAL OFFERS-VIDEOS CALENDARS—24 HOUR DELIVERY  WEEKLY CATALOGUES  TELEPHONE SALES  ONE STOP-EXPORT  ARABESQUE  
■Qtjdrv.Ar^ue 

NETWORK HOUSE, 29-39 STIRLING ROAD, LONDON W3 8DJ UK SALES: 081-992 7732. INTERNATIONAL SALES: 081-992 0098, BUYING: 081-993 «78. FAX 081-993 8276. TELEX 291908 ARAB G. 

id SYSTEMS 
MODULAR SHOPFITTING VERSATILE RANGE OF COMPATIBLE DISPLAY STORAGE AND COUNTERS FOR ALL MUSIC Af VIDEO FORMATS FREE PLANNING AND SHOP DESIGN TEL: 0480-414204. FAX: 0480-414205 INTERNATIONAL DISPLAYS — MUSIC 
Ihc-OfULytop* 

sign PR0DUCTS ,Tom Concept Artwork and D Sm major advertisements In next week^M^si^Week'^^etplac 
.-/Tog<L2mm*ainiu«fl —Stoge. 3 Promotion/— 

-/tage.3 lntcrnotionQl-_ 
CENTRAL NW LONDON 

leigiijemison . 

FOR SALE 
RECORD BROWSERS, (with cupboards under.) "SECURETTE" CASSETTE racks/browsers; OFFERS INVITED. 

PHONE 
0892 652379 

CHEAPO CHEAPO RECORDS LTD 

mm 
T-SHIRTS 

FROM 

Phone Brian, David or Andrew (081) 879 394? 

WAREHOUSE 
OVERSTOCK 
Top pop and rock titles 
CDs £2.95 

Cassettes £1.50 Bulk discounts 
CML 

0420 §3100 

Strike Force Representatives 
Sony Music Entertainment is a leader in the singles, album and video markets. Our sales team plays a fundamental part in achieving our consistent chart success. Following a major re-organisation of our sales force, we are seeking to employ a number of Strike Force Representatives throughout the country, to sell singles for our high profile labels. Dealing with artistes of such wide ranging appeal as Living Colour, Beverley Craven, Luther Vandross, C&C Music Factory and New Kids on the Block requires an extensive knowledge of the music industry, and candidates should be familiar with current trends and chart activity. 
Ideal applicants will be young and dynamic with the self discipline to achieve challenging targets. You must have previous selling experience, preferably of fast moving consumer goods, and be able to demonstrate an aptitude for using computerised equipment. All applicants must have a current clean driving licence. 
We offer a competitive salary, with company car, and a contributory pension scheme, as well as the prestige of working for the leading music and entertainment company in the U.K. 
Please send your C.V. and current salary details to Sharon Mulrooney, Personnel Officer, Sony Music Entertainment (UK) Ltd., 17-19 Soho Square, London W1V 6HE. 

Sony Music 

Key Account Manager 
c£20,000 + Bonus + Benefits 

apidly expanding p 
Further growth in the company's range of home storage accessories for music, video and computer disk, demands that a senior position be created to take advantage of this important development. Reporting to the Managing Director, you will assume mana- gerial responsibility for the existing portfolio of major high street retailers, the selling to and negotiating with buyers at head office level. The development of new major ac- counts and the increased distribution through agent or dis- 
Aged 28-35 the successful candidate is likely to be of grad- uate calibre with quality interpersonal and sales skills and the business acumen essential for top level negotiation and new business development. Once established the appoint- ment will develop into one of the two senior management roles within Lift (UK) Ltd. Apply in writing enclosing an up-to-date CV to: 
The Managing Director, Uft (UK) Limited, Triangle Business Park, Wendover Road, Stoke Mandeville, Buckinghamshire HP22 5BL. LIFT. 

RECORD 
SHOP 

WANTED 

BOX No 7003 MUSIC WEEK 

TiMck SolncS + VisiON 

Tel: 071-2244473, Fax; 071-487 4759. Mobile: 0831 815277. CASTLE HOUSE. 25 CASTLEREAGH SI LONDON W1H5YR 

iAsmttiiEOT Accoomscr 
REQUIRED 

This is an excellent opportunity to join a small team and be involved in all aspects of financial reporting and management in- formation. Suitable applicants will probably be qualified and be capable of meeting deadlines. COMPETITIVE SALARY AND BENEFITS 
Send C.V. To Frank McAweaney, A&M Records Limited, 136-144 New Kings Road, London SW6 4LZ. 
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CLASSIFIED 

Management and 
Sales Positions 

LABEL ASSISTANT 
(Temporary) 

£15,000 pro-rata. 
CK APPOINTMENTS 071-491 1045 

ASSISTANT WANTED 
For Music Video Company Young person required to assist in all aspects of sourcing, licensing and production of music video compilations. Experience not necessary, but enthusiasm, initiative and knowledge of current music scene are musts. Non-smoker preferred. Please send full details to; AVC Music Mix, 83 Charlotte Street, London W1P 1 LB. 

APPOINTMENTS 

CLASSICS PRESS+PROMS ... Muuc Degree on odvontoge. VIDEO PA  
TOUR'S'& PROMS  Bnlliont Co-Ordinolor +50typ. LABEL SECRETARY  
A&R^A    
mTnagementsec  

....£13,000 

....£15,000 

....£14,000 

....£13,000 

....£14,000 

....£11,000 

# Handle 
Recruitment 

071-493 1184 

SUGG K S S 
ADMIN SEC/P.A. £10,000 

MANAGEMENT CO 

C/RIGHT ASSISTANTS £10-£12,500 AAE 
■; "'V'; : ■ /; 

JUNIOR SEC/P.A. 
v INDIE LABEL/STUDIO EllK^^ 

Success Appointments 12/14 Argyll Street, London, W1V 1AB. Tel: 071-287 7722. Fax; 071-734 1692. 

MUSIC COPYRIGHT 
ASSISTANT 

The Music Copyright Manager in our Music Services Department requires an energetic assistant with music copyright experience preferably gained in the broadcasting or music industry. You'll liaise with music societies [PRS and MCPS) and negotiate with music publishers, record companies and mood libraries to obtain clearance of music copyright material used in our programmes and independent productions. With good keyboard skills and an eye for detail, you should have a keen interest in music and be able to work under pressure. Computer experience is desirable. This position will initially be offered on a one-year contract basis and successful applicants for interview will be contacted within four weeks. Please send a full cv by 5 July 1991, quoting reference MUS/730/MW, to Christine Q'Sullivan, Music Copyright Manager, LWT, The London Television Centre, London SE1 9LT. 

</</ Suitably qualified applicants with disabilities will be offered an interview as they are currently under-represented in the company. 

BUSINESS 
FINANCE 

AVAILABLE NOW ^or the outright purchos" 

TELEPHONE SALES PERSON 
KINGDOM DISTRIBUTION 

Are recruiting Tele-Soles persons for their NW2 Offices f you hove the following Qualifications: A High Degree of Self Motivation, An Extrovert person ality! with the ability to sell a wide range of Dislributei repertoire, which includes Classical, Jazz, Reggae, Rock 
Must have previous Tele-Sales experience. Goo< salary+commission. 

Ring Sales on 081-208 4448. 

y ideo Product 
Manager 

West London 
Already one of the world's leading video retailers, 

Virgin goes from strength to strength, and we want a video 
product manager who is just as committed to success. 

You'll have sound buyingexperience, excellent product 
knowledge, be completely in tune with all aspects of the 
video market, and really understand the ins and outs of 
video retail. 

You will also work closely with our Megastores, 
helping to develop in-store buyers, and the buying function, 
as well as determining product range. 

If you can turn your innovative ideas into commercial 
success, we would like to hear from you. 

Write with full c.v. to: 
Ann Whitcher, Personnel Manager, 
Virgin Retail Limited, 
95-99 Ladbroke Grove, 
London Wl I IPG. 

Due to expansion we urgently require 
MEDIA LIAISON & PROMOTION PERSON 

nts must be able to "SMILE WHEN THE\ PLEASE GET SMILING NOW! 
STATION II STATION PROMOTIONS 

TEL: 071-482 5272 
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LIVE 

Efforts to end touting are failing, says Valerie Potter 

MPs take on touts 

Touts will continue to flourish if the public demand the goods 

FIT ^17^ 

mm Venue; Moles Club, 14 George Street, Bath BA1 2EN. Capacity: 175. Last five acts; Candyland, Fishmonkeyman, Cud, Rita Lynch, Flowered Up. Typical concert.- "They are bands with a buzz about them, just about to release their first single. We steer clear of hard rock but book in most other 
to joza."—Phil Andrews, club owner/manager. Manager's view; "It would be a great place if it was in London but as it is in Bath it is more like a specialised club than a venue. The crowd come to dance rather than to watch a band like us. The people who run the club are fine and the facilities are all pretty good." — Keith Cullen, manager, Into Paradise. Agent's view: "The mam reason we continue booking in at Moles is because the bands always enjoy it. It is the one place they always ask to play, even though it means they earn less because it is small. I also recommend it for warm-ups: the PA is great, the crowd is responsive and it is a relaxing place to stay. Instead of getting bands that are worth a crowd of 150 they book acts that would usually play to 1,000 peop/e." —Jeff Craft, Fair Warning. Merchandising: Space available, no fee. PA: 2.8k in-house. PA tied to 20-channel desk and adjacent studio, if required, for live recording. Moles in 1990; Over 250 shows including tour warm-ups, indie tours and local acts. Live tracks recorded by Bass-O-Matic, Milltown Brothers and others. Average ticket price; £2.50. 

Call them scalpers, rip-off merchants or just plain un- scrupulous, ticket touts are seen as the scourge of the con- cert promotion business. Menzies Campbell MP's 10- minute rule bill, tabled last week in the House Of Com- mons, is the first indication that legislation may be intro- duced to stamp them out. If passed, Campbell's bill will increase local authority control over the touts — a move which has long been de- manded by concert promoters. Touting in itself is not il- legal and police are often re- luctant to take action unless the tout is causing an obstruc- tion or a public nuisance. But, as anyone who purchases a ticket from a tout is vulner- able to deception, concert pro- moters hate being associated with them. More disturbingly, promot- ers believe an element of or- ganised crime is beginning to creep into touting, with ru- mours of systematic ticket theft and threats against box office staff. 'Touting is a potentially dangerous practice," says Stu- art Galbraith of MCP. "But until legislation with teeth is brought in, not much can be done about it." In the absence of any such legislation, individual promot- ers keep in close contact re- garding the latest scams and ways of combating them. The grapevine is currently buzzing with reports of Guns N' Roses' recent warm-up show in Hollywood where fans were put through a compli- cated ritual involving the issue of irremovable wrist- bands, then ticket vouchers and finally the ticket itself, on production of photo IDs. Al- though long-winded, the sys- tem foiled the touts and is un- der consideration for future use in the UK. 

However, the band's UK promoter MCP will not be making such elaborate ar- 
Stadium show on August 31, although it will be enforcing its usual safeguards to try to keep tickets out of touts' hands. In common with other UK promoters, MCP limits the number of authorised outlets for its tickets and scrutinises its coach operators and ticket agencies to ensure tickets are not passed on to touts. It is also common practice for promoters to limit the number of tickets sold to indi- viduals and to weed out multiple applications. Paul Scarbrow of Bandstand reports that tickets were limit- ed to two per person with no opportunity for credit card or agency bookings for Sting's re- cent UK dates. Nevertheless, touts continue to thwart attempts to freeze them out. As venues will not sell 

tickets to known touts, "pur- chase teams" are hired to ob- tain tickets from box offices on their behalf. The latest dodge uncovered by Barry Marshall of Marshall Arts is that of us- ing an assortment of credit cards borrowed from friends and relatives to make numer- ous telephone bookings. And, on show day itself, venues like Wembley Arena and Hammersmith Odeon have found that taking steps to clear touts from the front of the building merely shifts the problem a few yards down the road. While promoters do then- best to combat the problem, the fact remains that touts would cease to operate im- mediately if there was no de- mand for the goods. The fear is that, even if Menzies Campbell's bill leads to legislation, as long as the public cannot resist the temp- tation of buying over-priced tickets for a sold-out show, touts will continue to (lourish. 

ROUND-UP 
Scottish manager and promoter Stuart Clumpas is putting together what he believes are the first "showcases for punters" with his four-date tour for Love And Money. Aimed at the media and dealers as well as fans, the dates will introduce the 10 tracks from Love And Money's new album, Dogs In The Traffic. "We pre-empted what we thought would happen with the record company — we wouldn't be comfortable doing glasses-clinking showcases," says Clumpas. The Love And Money dates, which are being promoted by Clumpas' Dance Factory, Phil Mclntyre and Simon Moran, are at Manchester's Library Theatre (July 1), London's Shaw Theatre (July 2), Birmingham's Repertory Theatre (July 3) and Glasgow City Hall (July 4). Tickets for dealers and radio stations are available from Phonogram... Bandstand and Phil Mclntyre are promoting Morrissey's one-off gig at Wembley Arena on July 20. It is his first UK appearance since December 1988 . . . Also due back on the road after a long absence is Fish who has a 20-date tour lined up for November and December. Promoted by MCP, Bandstand and Dance Factory, the tour kicks off at Dundee's Caird Hall on November 7 with London dates at the Hammersmith Odeon on November 22 and 23 .. . Jim Robertson is promoting the Slough Music Festival at Upton Court Park on July 27. Bands booked by the Miracle Agency include Ride, Curve, The Mock Turtles, Slowdive and Thousand Yard Stare . . . Total Control's washed-out Midsummer Day Dream concert, which was due to take place at the Milton Keynes Bowl last Saturday, has been rescheduled for August 31... 

f Hi ULTIMATE CAR ili©iSfilA¥IOIfi NUMBERS 
BUSINESS @PfWflii«ITf ANU IIWlSfMiilf 

ROKIIMl ROOM I 
SUBSTANTIAL OFFERS OR COMMERCIAL PROPOSALS INVITED 

DESSGN LAYER LTD 0772 701039/0860 653021 
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"It was Genesis by Stan Tracey on the Steam label. As a stu- dent I used to run the jazz de- partment at HMV Oxford Street and that 
first became interested in it. "Stan Tracey came to play at 

STAN TRACE Y 
GENESIS 

my school when I was 15. After that, I bought the album Un- der Milkwood which is bril- 
"My work during the day is so saturated in pop music that it is nice to relax at home with jazz and classical. It keeps my love for music alive. '1 bought Genesis on CD. Most of my collection is on vi- nyl but I tend to buy more CDs now. I have to hold on to the vinyl though because I love the packaging." Mark Williams is general manager and a director at Vir- gin Records. 

Past catches 
up with Ternf 
Anyone who witnessed BPI chairman Terry Ellis' appear- ance in the Bob Dylan film Don't Look Back might be staggered to know that the pushy reporter never wanted to interview Dylan in the first place. The scene where Ellis is ver- bally torn to pieces by Dylan and Alan Price backstage as he tries to interview the star came about by accident. Ellis, a student at Newcastle university at the time, was desperate to get tickets for Dylan's sold-out show in the city. Knowing Dylan had re- fused to do any more inter- views, Ellis used that as a false excuse for getting in. Once in, one of Dylan's crew told him that the star wasn't doing interviews. Ellis feigned annoyance but was allowed to stay and watch the show. But as the young writer watched the support act, he felt a tap on the shoulder and heard five words that sent him into a blind panic: "He will see 

Jason Donovan and Sonia were not the only ones relieved to see their latest singles in the Top 10. Nigel Wright, the producer of both singles, is also chuffed, if only for the reason that it meant he got one up on his old rival Pete Waterman and his PWL empire. Wright, 36 and a veteran producer of 18 years, has had a friendly battle with PWL ever since he helped Yell get into the Top 10 with Instant Replay in 1990. Yell moved on to PWL but failed to emulate their previous success. 

Meanwhile, Wright has been involved with a number of Kylie and Jason rivals in the charts from Bombalurina to the Bee Gees Medley. "We get on fairly well with PWL at the moment. Every time we do well, I usually get a fax from Pete Waterman saying "Congratulations — don't do it again'," he says. As well as owning — with his partner Les McCutcheon — the Debut, Passion, SMP and Jumpin And Purapin labels, Wright has had quite a can hitmaker himself. 

He remains a member and producer of seminal jazz-funkers Shakatak. Ironically, it was the likes of Jason, Kylie and New Kids that forced Shakatak to give up on the UK. "We found that in the UK, success is all based on image," says Wright. His current projects, apart from the Jason/Joseph album, include the soundtrack for Steven Spielberg's animated version of Cats and — heaven forbid — a Kylie megamix. "Yes, we have got permission!" adds Wright. 
the start of the tour, the last thing I wanted to do was inter- view Dylan," says Ellis. But in he went and so the 

He got his own back on Price when he became his agent three months later but he has yet to settle the score with Dylan himself. Not that he relishes think- ing about the dreaded film again. For Ellis, the title Don't Look Back couldn't be more appropriate. 
How to doctor 
the hit list Have you heard about the doc- tor who cures no-hits-itis? His name is Desmond Child and for a large fee and four hours of your time, he'll solve all your problems. With a track record that in- cludes Bon Jovi (Livin- On A Prayer), Aerosmith (Dude) and Alice Cooper (Poison), you can bet you'll get your money's worth. But Child is no ordinary songwriter. It wasn't too long ago that he left a bizarre hippy commune that he founded in the Blue Ridge Mountains. When the royalties came 

Dr Desmond: song therapy 
rolling in, it was the Akwenasa cult that got most of the money. But the last two years have seen Child go it alone —--both in leaving the commune and working on a solo album. Childs claims to write most of his hits in four hours — an hour of which includes an in- terview with the band to get to know them — "which usual- ly ends in at least one of them being reduced to tears". Perhaps that was the inspi- ration for the hit that "Doctor" Desmond co-wrote with Bon Jovi — Bad Medicine. 
Parsons picks 
new Christian 
Anyone fearing the new pre- senter of Channel Four's The Word will be another Terry 

Christian or Amanda de Cadenet can sleep easy. "We already have enough of those," says series editor Charlie Parsons as he wades through the 3,000 letters from young hopefuls aiming to take the place of the departing Michelle CoUins. More than 90 per cent of ap- plicants will fall at the first hurdle, says Parsons. "The worst thing they can say is T 
Parsons faces another prob- lem when it comes to the screen tests: "People seem to think they have to be someone else, like Anne Diamond." The search for a new face could even leave its two cur- rent front people jobless. "I have told Terry and Amanda we might change our minds about them once we've seen all these people," he says. While he is looking for "ar- ticulate, incisive and intelli- gent people under 26", Parsons says applicants can veer fairly wide of the mark. "I have one letter from a 45- year-old housewife posing semi-naked by her washing machine." Naturally the application failed. "I don't think she could have watched the pro- gramme," he says. 

DIARY 
Role reversal: retailers seem to have caught the bug of presenting to their suppliers: first HMV, then Boots and Our Price and now I hear WH Smith are to take a turn next month , .. That NWA album refuses to lie down. It sold more than 500 copies last week through independents . . . Former Alto finance director Nigel Smethers is apparently setting himself up in his own accountancy practice. No word yet on erstwhile boss Stephen Grundy, .. New monthly music business magazine Gosh launches next month with a six-page interview with Rick Wakeman. Mmmmm . . . While former Chrysalis A&R head Peter Robinson was considering future plans at the test match on Thursday and Friday, EMI music operations ex-managing director Richard Burkett was racing his yacht in the Atlantic last week . . . Given the si 3S of his projects, I think I'll reserve judgement on Morgan Khan's claim that his new label venture Hendricks Records Ltd — not Eddie but Neville — will be the "new Motown". 
I,McEnroe hasn't lost any of his old style, spending most of a 30 minute set complaining about the sound after taking the stage at a party to launch his Armenia Aid charity collaboration with Pat Cash and Roger Daltrey last Tuesday .. . After PM John Major's scrawl for The Simple Truth campaign ended up in Our Price, the only two signed fivers which still haven't been returned are those from Neil Kinnock and Chris De Burgh according to John Gray of the Red Cross. .. After flying back to London and newly revived fame in the Bob Dylan rockumentary Don't Look Back, Terry Ellis was saying a firm no comment last week. "I can't talk about Imago," he said. "For tax reasons I can't work while I'm over here." .., Rumour has it that EMI's ever increasing involvement in Thames TV could backfire, with the informed suggestion that it has been outbid in the TV franchise battle by Carlton . . . 

imsicweek 
© Spotlight Publicati< Incorporating Record Mirror 
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MBI 
ML'SIC BUSINESS iTERMTIOlL 

Register now and 
receive the next issue 
ABSOLUTELY FREE! 
As your business develops within a truly global framework how long can you afford to be without the one-stop source of vital information dedicated to putting 
the international market in its true perspective? 
IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT THE MUSIC BUSINESS AND 
YOUR BRIEF IS INTERNATIONAL-YOU NEED MBI! 

Wherever you operate - from Australasia to the Americas and from Europe to the Pacific Rim - MBI is offering you and your 
colleagues a monthly quality magazine with a sophisticated overview of the worldwide market. By registering now you will be 
entitled to our special MBI Subscriber package which 
includes: • the next issue of MBI absolutely free # up to 40% discount off the regular subscription rate MBI will help you maintain that 
vital edge over your competitors, tapping you in to an exclusive network of business partners around the world. Vital data currently unavailable in any other magazine will keep your finger on the pulse of the international music business. Our commitment is to inform, 
educate and entertain - as an MBI subscriber you will have a whole wealth of resources to gain and nothing to lose. DON'T DELAY - FAX TODAY! MBI ADVERTISING HOTLINE U.K. Tel: +44 (0)71-620-3636 U.K. Fax: +44 (0)71-921-5984 
New York Tel: (212) 779-1212 New York Fax: (212) 213-3484 i 

THE NEW BUSINESS MAGAZINE 
FOR THE GLOBAL MUSIC INDUSTRY 

MBI SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION FORM 
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